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The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) establishes the 
objective of preventing "dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system." While 
a "non-dangerous" concentration level has not been defined under the UNFCCC and is not a 
purely scientific concept, the European Union has set a goal of avoiding an increase of more than 
2 degrees Celsius from pre-industrial levels in order to avoid the most dangerous changes to 
climate. This target finds strong support in papers presented at a conference hosted by Prime 
Minister Tony Blair at the Hadley Center, Exeter, in Februaiy 2005.' 

Meinshausen shows that greenhouse gas concentrations need to be stabilized below 450 {̂ m 
C02-equivalent in order to provide a high level of confidence that the 2 degree target will not be 
exceeded in this century.̂  His multi-gas scenario (S450Ce) has global energy-related CQz 
emissions equal to 480 billion metric tonnes of carbon (GtC) in tfie 21" Century. To obtam a 
U.S. CO2 emissions budget consistent with this stabilization scenario the U.S. share of global 
emissions is assumed to decline from 25% to 5% linearly between 2000 and 2100. This results 
in a U.S. emissions budget of 84 GtC in the 21®* Century. 

A simplified pathway for allocating this emission budget over time can be constructed as 
follows: U.S. annual emissions have mcreased by about 5% since 2001 to 1.6 GtC m 2005, 
implying that the U.S. will have consumed almost 10 GtC of this budget through 2006.̂  The U.S. 
could stay within the remainder of its 21"* Century emission budget by reducing emissions 60 
percent linearly between 2006 and 2056 (consuming 56 GtC during that 50 year period) and then 
reducing emissions further fiom 0.64 GC in 2056 to 0.2 GtC in 2100 (consuming the remaming 
18 GtC). 

This pathway contrasts with business as usual (BAU), in which emissions are expected to grow 
by 67 percent to 2.67 GtC in 2056. Required reductions fiom business as usual are therefore just 
over 2 GtC in 2056. Following Pacala and Socolow,"* a *Tf.S. Wedge" can be defined as an 
emission reduction of 0.25 GtC 50 years fixMn now, reflecting the fact that U.S, emissions are 
almost 25 percent of global emissions today. Hence, eight U.S. Wedges are needed to stay on the 
stabilization pathway over the next 50 years. 

Kuuskraa et al. developed a spreadsheet model to examine U.S. emissions scenarios to 2050.̂  
This tool facilitates accounting for the potential overlap between different measures (e.g., 
electricity end-use efficiency and renewable electricity supply) to develop self-consistent 
scenarios for the U.S. energy system. The Kuuskraa et al.'s spreadsheet model (extrapolated to 
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2056) is used here to construct an emissions scenario consistent with the U.S. carbon budget 
described above. In tiiis scenario the largest reductions are obtained from energy efficiency 
improvements in electrical end uses, non-electric stationary end uses, and motor vehicles. 
Additional reductions come from renewable fiiels and electricity and carbon capture and disposal 
at coal-flred power plants and other high-concentration uidustrial CO2 vents. The elements of 
this scenario are briefly outlined below. 
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1. Electric end-use efficiency, 22 Wedges (0.54 GtC): Efficiency improvements in 
motors, lighting, refrigeration and other electrical equipment reduce total electricity 
consumption by 40% in 2056 compared to BAU. Resulting total electricity consumption 
Is 4400 billion kilowatt-hours (BkWh), 20 percent greater than current consumption 
levels. Califomia has demonstrated in practice that such reductions are possible. 
Sustained policies to promote energy efficiency through a combmation of appliance 
standards, building code enforcement, and utility efficiency programs have stabilized per 
capita electricity consumption in Califomia over tiie last 30 years while national per 
capita electricity use continued to grow such that per capital electricity consumption m 
Califomia is now more than 40% lower than in the rest ofthe country.^ 

2. Other end-use efficiency, 1.1 Wedges (0.28 GtC): Improvements in building designs 
and industrial processes result in a 40 percent reduction in non-electric energy 
consumption by stationary sources compared to BAU. Overall emissions from these 
sources decline by 15 percent fix)m current levels. 

3. Passenger vehicle efficiency, 1.1 Wedge (0.27 GtC): Widespread use of hybrid 
vehicles, as well as improvements to conventional vehicles, raises the average fuel 
economy ofthe in-use vehicle fleet to 54 miles per, compared with 24 mpg under BAU. 



4. Other transport eflicieni^, 0.9 Wedges (0.23 GtC): Heavy tmck fiiel economy 
increases to 13 mpg, compared with 7 mpg under BAU and aircraft efficiency increases 
to 105 seat miles per gallon (smpg), compared with 80 smpg under BAU. In addition, 
smart growth policies reduce totol travel demand by 10 percent. 

5. Renewable energy, 1.6 Wedges (039 GtC): Renewable energy (e.g. wind and biomass) 
accounts for 30 percent of total electricity generation by 2050, compared with less than 5 
percent under BAU. This much electricity could be supplied by 500 GW of wind (e.g. 
250,000 2-MW-turbines). Turbines would be spread over 20 million acres, but the land 
could also be used for crop production or livestock grazmg. In addition, 40 percent of 
transportation fiiel is provided by sources witii zero net CO2 emissions (e.g. cellulosic 
ethanol with soil carbon increases compensating for fossil carbon inputs; Fischer-Tropsch 
diesel from biomass with geologic carbon sequestration compensating for fossil carbon 
inputs; renewable electricity supplied to pli^-m hybrids). This corresponds to 80 billion 
gallons of biofuels, which could be supplied from energy crops grown on 60 million 
acres of land, assuming productivity of 12 tons/acre.^ Ahematively, this could be 
supplied by 40 billion gallons of biofuels plus 520 billion kWh of additional renewable 
electricity supplied to plug-in hybrids.^ 

6. Carbon capture and storage, 13 Wedges (0J2 GtC): Carbon capture and storage 
technology is applied to 160 GW of coal-fired integrated gasification combined cycle 
power plants, capturing 0.19 GtC in 2050. Additional carbon dioxide is captured from 
natural gas production fecilities, large industrial sources, and ethanol plants, contributing 
0.12 GtC to the 2050 emission reductions. The total volume of carbon dioxide put into 
storage would be 30 times the volume currently used for enhanced oil recovery and 
would be equivalent to 5 times the annual flow of natural gas through bu%r storage 
facilities. In addition, increased thermal efficiency at power plants from replacing older 
imits reduces emissions by 0.03 GtC. 

'. H. Schellnhuber, et al., eds. Avoiding Dangerous Climate Change (Cambridge Univeisity Press, New York, 2006) 
.̂ M. Meinshausen **What Etoes a 2 C Target Mean tor Greenhouse Gas Concentrations? A Brief Analysis Based on 

Multi-Gas Emission Pathways and Several Climate Sensitivity Uncertamty Estimates." in H. Schellnhub^, et al., 
eds. Avoiding Dangerous Climate Change (Cambridge University Press, New Ywk, 2006) 
.̂ U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Infonnation Administratitm.. 

http:/Avww.eia.doe,gov/oiafi'1605/fIash/pd£'flash.pdf 
". S. Pacala and R. Socolow, 2004. Stabilization Wedges: Solving the Climate Problon for the Next 50 Years with 
Current Technologies. Science 305:968. 
^ V. Kuuskraa, P. DiPietro, S. Klara, and S. Forbes, 2004. Future U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction 
Scenarios Consistent with Atmospheric Stabilization of Concentrations. GHGT-7:506. 
.̂ http://www.nrdc.org/air/energy/fcagoals.asp 
.̂ N. Greene, et al., 2004. Growing Energy: How Biofuels Can Help End America's Oil Dependence. (NRDC, New 

York, 2004) 
.̂ Assumes 13 kWh displace 1 gallon of gasoline in a plug-in hybrid. 

http://www.nrdc.org/air/energy/fcagoals.asp
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Introduction 

Coal is abundant and superficially cheap compared with the soaring 
price of oil and natural gas. But the true costs of conventional coal 
extraction and use are very dear. Fronn underground accidents, 

mountain top removal and strip mining, to collisions at coal train crossings, 
to air emissions of acidic, toxic, and heat-trapping pollution from coal 
combustion, to water pollution from coal mining and combustion wastes, 
the conventional coal fuel cycle is annong the most environmentally 
destructive activities on earth. 

Hiis P̂ RDC analysis examines the changing climate for coal production and use hi the United States 
and China, the world's two largest producers and consumers of coal.Together they are responsible 
for half of world coal production. In 2004, the use of coal resulted in 2.6 biUion metric tons of heat-
trapphig cart>on dioxide (CO2) emissions in China and 3.9 billion metric tons of CO2 in the United 
States, adding up to more than 20 percent of global CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion. 
By 2030, China's CO2 emissions from coal could grow to more than 8 billion metric tons CGXCO^ 
and U.S. emissions to almost 3 GtC02 based on business-asoisual forecasts. Emissions &om both 
countries are fsa higher than irom any other country and will together constitute more than 60 
percent of global CO2 emissions from coal. NRDC is working in both the United States and China 
to reduce fossU fuel dependence and minimize damage to human health and the environment from 
coal production and use.' 

To solve ^obal warming and prevent the environmental harms from coal prodiurtion, processing, 
transportation, and use the wodd must transition to an energy future based on efficient use <^ 
renewable resources. Energy efQciency is the cheapest, cleanest, and festest way to meet our 
energy and enviroiuncntal challenges, and renewaUe energy is the fastest growing supply option. 
IncreasUig energy efficiency and expanding renewable e n e i ^ supplies will continue to be the top 
priority for NRDC's e n e i ^ advocacy. At the same time, we recognize that the United States and 
China will continue for some time to rely heavily on coal to produce electricity, even though it is a 
poor choice considering its full economic, social, and envirorunental costs. In fact, China is building 
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the equivalent of two lai^ coal-fired power plants a week, and U.S. developers are proposing to 
build some 150 coal-fired power plants in the near future. If the coal-fired power plants currentiy 
under development are built as planned they will lock us in to a future of devastated landscapes, 
damaged pubUc health, and dangerous global warming. Many of these proposed coal plants will 
be avoided with more attention to efficiency and greater use of renewable energy. But it is also 
essential to insist that the best available emission control technology is applied, including sy^ems 
that capture and safety dispose of carbon dioxide, whenever and wherever coal is used. 

There is no such thing as "clean coal." However, as fsir as the air pollution and global warming ^fects 
of coal arc concemed, technologies ready for widespread commercial application can dram^cally 
reduce emissions of carbon dioxide, mercury, sulfur, and nitrogen oxides from coal conversion. 
Although the other challenges remain, we must employ these technologies now to prevent even 
greater damage from coal use.The race for a better energy future is on. 
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Background 

Coal is the most abundant fossil fuel in the United States and 
throughout the world. Estimated recoverable coal accounts for 
more than 80 percent of global conventional fossil fuel resources. 

Even including unconventional oil and gas resources, coal still accounts for 
two-thirds of the fossil fuel resource base.̂  

Coal Production 
llie largest coal resources are held by the United States, followed by Russia, China, India, and 
Australia. U.S. recoverable coal resources of 270 billion tons are about 250 tunes current annual 
production, while China's recoverable resources of 190 billion tons are about 80 times its current 
annual production. * 

Coal Production in the United States 
The United States produces more than 1 billion tons of coal each year, with just over half of this 
total coming from mines in the West. Wyoming alone produces more than 400 million tons, more 
than two and a half times as much as any other state. Ahnost 90 percent of western coal production 
is from surface mining, which accounts for nearly all of Wyoming's production. ̂  

Other western states currently produce only one-tenth or less ofwyoming's output, led by Montana 
and Colorado (40 million tons each in 2005), followed by North Dakota (30 million tons). New 
Mexico (28 million tons), and Utah (24 million tons). ̂  In Colorado and Utah, underground mining 
is the dominant method. '̂  

More than 40 percent of U.S. coal production comes fi^m federal public lands, primarily hi the West, 
and this production has increased by 20 percent in the last Bvc years. In 2005 more than 453.000 
acres of fbdetal land were under coal leases, and the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (ELM) sold 
the rights to mine 1 billion tons of coal on this land. ̂  

Appalachia is the second largest coal-producing region in the United States, with total production 
close to 400 million tons in 2005.West Virginia is the leading Appalachian producer (153 million 
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tons in 2005), followed by Kentucky (119 million tons), Pennsylvania (67 mimon tons),Virginia (27 
million tons), Ohio (24 million tons), andAlabama (21 million tons). Outside of ̂ pabchia and the 
West, remamuig U.S. coal production is classified as Interior, with Texas (,46 million tons), Indiana 
(35 million tons), and Illinois 0 2 million tons) accoimting for most of this production. About 65 
percent of Appalachian production is from underground mining, whereas about 60 percent of 
hiterior production is from siuface mining. ̂  

While 15 states produce more than 20 million tons of coal per year, the value of coal production 
represents more than 1.5 percent of gross state product in only three: Wyomlng,West Wghiia,and 
Kentucky (sec Table 1). Pennsylvania, for example, is the fourth-kir^st coal produco; but the state 
has an expansive and diverse economy, so the value of Peimsylvania coal production represents 
less than 0.5 percent of the state's gross produa. In Colorado the economic acti^ty generated by 
the ski industry has been estimated at $2.0 billion to $2.5 billion per year, or roughJy two and a half 
thnes the value of coal production. *° But the political influence of coal producers far outstrips their 
economic importance, and a number of states seem eager to increase their coal production. 

Coal prices on the spot market increased substantially during 2005 due to strong demand and the 
rising cost of competing fuels, particulariy natural gas. Most coal is sold imder loi^-term contracts, 
however, and the average price of coal delivered to electric utilities increased by only 13 percent 
between 2004 and 2005." 

State 

Wyoming 

West Virginia 

Kentucky 

Pennsylvania 

Texas 

Montana 

Colorado 

Indiana 

Illinois 

North Dakota 

New Mexico 

Virginia 

Ohio 

Utah 

Alabama 

Production 
(thousand tons) 

404,310 

153,650 

119,734 

67,494 

45,939 

40,354 

38,510 

34,457 

32,014 

29,956 

28.519 

27,743 

24,718 

24,521 

21.339 

Average open-
market price 

(dollars per ton) 

$7.71 

$42.14 

$39.68 

$36.39 

$17.39 

$9.74 

$21.63 

$25.31 

$29.67 

$10.45 

$25.82 

$47.97 

$26.88 

$21.45 

$53.63 

Value 
(in 

thousands 
of dollars) 

$3,117,230 

$6,474,811 

$4,751,045 

$2,456,107 

$798,879 

$393,048 

$832,971 

$872,107 

$949,855 

$313,040 

$736,361 

$1,330,832 

$664,420 

$525,975 

$1,144,411 

Gross state 
product 

(in millions of 
dollars} 

$27,269 

$53,050 

$140,501 

$489,025 

$989,443 

$29,885 

$216,537 

$238,568 

$560,032 

$24,397 

$68,870 

$351,903 

$440,923 

$90,778 

$151,610 

Value of coal 
produced 

share of gross 
state product 

11.43% 

12.21% 

3.38% 

0.50% 

0.08% 

1.32% 

0.38% 

0,37% 

0.17% 

1.28% 

1.07% 

0.38% 

0.15% 

0.58% 

0.75% 

Sources: http:/Mww.eia.doe.goWcnea1/coat/page/acr/table1 .html; http://www.eia.doe.gDV/cneaf/coal/page/&cr/table28.html, 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regionaygsp/; Eneigy Information Administration Form EIA-7A, "Coal Production Report"; U.S. Department of Labor, Mine 
Safety and Health Administration, Fomi 7000-2, "Quarterly Mine Employment and Coal Production Report. ' 
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Coal Production in China 
China prodtKied more than 2.3 billion tons of coal in 2006, nearly 40 percent ofthe world's total 
and more than the United States, Russia, and India combined. Global aimual coal production is on 
the rise as well, with projected increases of around 60 percent between 2004 and 2030. This rate of 
nunp-up will add 100 milUon tons of coal production woridwide each year, with the growth in coal 
production in China expected to account for 60 percent of this increase.'^ 

More than 95 percent of China's coal comes from imderground mines, often with a high sulfur and 
ash content. China's coal mining industry employs more than 7.8 million people in aroimd 25,000 
mines; 2,000 of these mines produce more than 100,000 tons per year.'̂ - ̂ * Many of the remaining 
small mines are illegal, hieffident, highly poUutUig, and have appalling safety records. 

Coal Use 
More than 90 percent of the U.S. coal supply is used to generate dectricity in some 600 coal-
flred power plants scattered around the coimtry, with the remainder used for process heat in 
steel manufocturing and other heavy industrial production. 07al is used for power production in 
all regions of the country, with the Southeast, Midwest, and Mountain states most reliant on coal-
fired power.Texas uses more coal than any other state, followed by Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, and 
Pennsylvania. '* 

About half of the U.S. electricity supply is generated using coal-fired power plants.This share 
varies considerably from state to state, but even California, which uses very littie coal to generate 
electricity within its borders, obtains neariy 20 percent of its total electricity from coal generated in 
neighboring Arizona and Nevada. '̂  National coal-fired capacity totals 330 billion watts (GW), with 
individual plants ranging in size firom a few milUon watts (MW) to m excess of 3,000 MW. More than 
one-third ofthiscapacitywas built before 1970, and more than 400 units built hi the 1950s—with 
capacity equivalent to roughly 160 modem plants (48 GW)—are still operating today. 

In China, more than half of the coal supply is used to generate electricity, with the rest used 
primarily for production of steel, cement, and chemicals, as well as for domestic heating and 
cooking.The country's total power generation capacity topped 600 billion watts (GW) in 2006, an 
Increase of 20 percent from 2005.'^ Given China's skyrocketing economic growth, which exceeded 
10 percent hi 2006, this figure is expected to reach more than 800 GW by 2010, making China 
the ^test-growhig power sector in the worid. ** Seventy-eight percent of China's current power 
generation capacity—484 GW—comes from coal-fired plants, which range in size from a few MW to 
1,000 MW There arc more than 2,000 power plants in China today with a capacity of greater than 
12MW»s' 
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The Toll from Coal 

The way coal is currently produced and used damages the land, 
water, and air, severely harming public health and the environment. 
Environmental insults begin with coal mining and transportation, 

continue with combustion, and leave behind a legacy of waste. This 
section summarizes these effects in this fuel-cycle order (which is not 
meant to imply an order of priority). 

Environmental Effects of Coal Production 
Health and Safety Risks 
Recent high-profile accidents in Pennsylvania and West Vliginla refocused the nation's attention on 
the hazards of coal mining, which remains one of the United States' most dangerous professions. 
The yearly fiitality rate in the hidustry is 0.23 per thousand workers, making the Indv^try about 
five times as hazardous as the average private woricplace. ̂  The industry had 22 Vitalities hi 2005, 
an all-time low, but 2006 was much more deadly, with 47 fatalities. ̂ ^ B^^teen of these deaths 
occurred during a one-month period.These hig^ Vitality rates nonetheless reflect significant 
reductions since the eariy part of last century. In 1925 there were 2,518 fiitalities; since theti, the 
coal industry workforce has shrunk due to automation, whUe output has grown. ̂ ^ Coal miners also 
suffer many nonfiital injuries and are vulnerable to serious diseases, most notably black hing disease 
(pneumoconiosis) caused by inhaUi^ coal dust Although the 1969 Coal Mine Health and Safety Aa 
seeks to ehminate black lung disease, the United Mine Workers estimate that 1,500 former miners 
die of black lung each year. ̂ ^ 

China's coal mining Industry is the most dangerous in the worid.Althoi^ it produced nearly 
40 percent of the worid's coal in 2005, it reported 80 percent of the total deaths in coal mine 
accidents. With soaring demand for coal in China, mine operators often ignore safety standards 
in search of quick profits. Other Actors include inadequate safety equipment and a lack of safety 
education among miners. In 2006,4,746 coal mining deaths were reported, occurring due to coal 
mine floods, cave-uis, fires, and explosions, resulting in an average of 13 coal miner deaths a day.^ 
Usmg these official figures, it can be said that a Ounese miner is more than 100 times more likely 
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to die on the job than a miner in the United States; however, this could be a great understatement as 
some scholars indicare that, including unreported deaths, coal mining hi China could result in closer 
to 20,000 deaths a year. '̂In addition, about 300,000 coal miners suffer from black lung disease in 
China, with 5,000 to 8,000 new cases arising each year.̂ * 

Destruction of Terrestrial Halntats 
Coal mining—and particulariy surfece or strip mining—poses one ofthe most significant threats to 
terrestrial habitats in the United States.The Appalachian region, for example, which produces more 
than 35 percent of our nation ŝ coal, is one ofthe most biologically diverse forested regions in the 
country. ̂ -^ But surface mining activity clearcuts trees and fragments habitat, destroying naturai 
areas that were home to hundreds of unique species of plants, invertd^rates, salamanders, mussels, 
and fish. Even where forests arc left standing, fiagmentation is of significant concem because a 
decrease in patch size is correlated with a decrease in biodiversity as the ratio of hiterior habitat 
to edge habitat decreases.This is of particular concem to certain bird species that require large 
tracts of interior forest habitat, such as the black-and-white warbler and the black-throated blue 
warbler. While imderground mining generally results hi less surface disturbance, land subsidence, 
particulariy ftom longwall mining, can also destroy habitat. 

After mining is complete, these once-forested regions in the Southeast arc typically reclaimed as 
grasslands, although grasslands are not a naturally occurring habitat type in this region. Reclamation 
practices limit the overall ecological health of sites, and it has been estimated that the natural return 
of forests to reclaimed sites may take hundreds of years. ̂  Grasslands that replace the original 
ecosystems hi areas that were surfoce mined are generally characterized by less<leveloped soil 
structure and lower species diversity compared with natural forests in the region. '**•'* Reclaimed 
grasslands also show a h ^ degree of soil compaction, which tends to limit the ability of native 
tree and plant species to take root. According to the USEPA,the loss of vegetation and alteration of 
topography associated with sur&ce mining can lead to increased soil erosion and may lead to an 
increased probability of floocting after rainstorms. ̂ ^ 

The destmction of forested habitat not only degrades the quality ofthe natural errvlronment 
but also destroys the aesthetic values that make the Appalachian region such a popular tourist 
destination. About 1 million acres of West Virginia moimtains have been permitred for strip mining 
and moimtaintop removal minii3g since 1977. ̂  Many of these mines have yet to be reclaimed; 
where there were once forested mountains, there now stand crippled mounds of sand and gravel. 

A tremendous amoimt of strip mining for coal also occurs in the Western United States. ** As of 
2005, surface mining had been permitted on 750,000 acres in just five western states:Wyoming, 
Colorado, New Mexico, Montana, and North Dakota.̂ ' Unlike the East, much of the West—hichiding 
much of the r^ion's principal coal areas—is arid and predominantly unforested. In the West, as in 
the East, surtoe mining activities cause severe environmental dams^e as huge machines strip, rip 
apart, and scrape aside vegetation, soils, and wildlife habitat as they drastical^—and permanently— 
reshape existing land forms and the affected area's ecology to reach the subsurfiure coal. Strip 
mining replaces precious open space with hivasive Industrialization that displaces wildlife, 
increases soil erosion, takes away recreational opportunities, degrades the wildemess, and destroys 
the region's scenic beauty. ̂ ^ Forty-six western national parks arc located within 10 miles of an 
identified co^ basin, and these parks could be significantly damaged by future sur&ce minii^ in the 
region.'' 

Land reclamation in the West after destructive mining tears through an area can be problematic 
because of climate and soil quality conditions. And as in the East, reclamation of sur&ce tnined areas 
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does not necessarily restore pre-mlning wildlife habitat and may require that scarce water resources 
be used for irrigation—a s^nificant threat in a part of the country piqued by drought. ^ 

Water Pollution 
Coal production causes negative physical and chemical changes to nearby waters. In all types of 
coal mining in both the United States and China, the "overburden" (earth layers above the coal 
seams) is removed and deposited on the surfiice as waste rock,whidi often ends up hi neaiby 
streams and rivers. 

The most significant physical effect on water occurs from valley fills, the depositing of waste rock 
associated with mountaintop removal (MTR) mining.Valley fills commonly bury the headwaters of 
streams, which in the southeastern United States support diverse and unique habitats and regulate 
nutrients, water quality, and flow quantity.The elimination of headwaters therefore has long-
reaching impacts many miles downstream. ̂ ^The government lias estimated that valley fills buried 
more than 700 miles of streams from 1985 to 2001, and that roughly 1,200 miles of streams were 
affected by MTR, induding valley fills, sedimentation, and chemistry alteration between-1992 and 
2002. ̂ ^ Valley fills have done such extensive damage that the waterways harmed by them are neariy 
as long as the Mississippi River. Other types of mining activity also do damage to t l^ water supply. 
Strip mining, particularly in the semi-arid West, and subsidence fixim imderground minii^ can 
damage the underground aquifers that supply drinkU^ water aiKl water for households, agricultural 
purposes, and recharge sur£[ice waters. 

Coal mining of all types can also lead to increased sedimentation, which affects water diemistry and 
stream flow and negatively impacts aquatic habitat.^^ey fills in the eastem United States and waste 
rock from strip mines in the West add sediment to streams, as do the construction and use of roads 
in mining complexes-A fkial physical impact of minii^ on water involves the hydrology of aquifers. 
MTR and valley fills remove upper drainage basins and often connect two previously separate 
aquifers, alterii^ the surrounding groimdwater recharge scheme. *̂  

Chemical pollution produced by coal mining operations comes most significantly in the form 
of acid mine drainage (AMD). In both underground and saufyce mining, sulfur-bearing minerals 
common in coal mining areas are brought up to the surface in waste rock.This problem could 
be exacerbated to the extent that advanced sulfur dioxide pollution controls allow increased use 
of high-sulfur coal. When these minerals come in contact with precipitation and groundwater, an 
acidic leachate is formed-This leachate picks up heavy metals and carries these toxins into streams 
or groundwater. Waters affected by AMD often exhibit hicreased levels of sulfite, total dissolved 
soUds, calciiun, selenium, m^nesium, manganese, conductivity, acidity, sodium, and nitrate, reflectii^ 
drastic changes in stream and groundwater chemistry. ̂ ^The degraded water becomes less habitable, 
non potable, and unfit for recreational purposes.The acidity and metals can also corrode structures 
such as culverts and bridges. ̂ ^ In the eastem United States,AMD has damaged an esthnated 4,000 
to 11,000 miles of streams. In the West, estimates are between 5,000 and 10,000 miles of streams 
polluted. ** 

The ejects of AMD can be diminished through addition of alkaline substances to counteract 
the add, but recent studies have found that the addition of alkaline material can increase the 
mobilization of both selenium and arsenic, caushig these chemicals to reach the water even 
more rapidly. ̂ ' AMD is costly to mitigate, requiring more than $40 million annually in Kentucky, 
Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia alone. *̂  
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Air Pollution 
There are two main sources of air pollution during the coal production process.The first is 
methane emissions from the mines. Methane is a powerful heat-trapping gas and is the second most 
significant contributor to global warming after carbon dioxidcAccording to the most recent official 
inventory of U.S. global warming emissions, coal mining results in the rdease of 3 million metric 
tons of methane per year, which is equivalent to 68 million metric tons of carbon dioxide. ̂ ^ 

Methane emissions from coal mines make up between 10 and 15 percent of anthropogenic 
methane emissions in the United States.AU coal contains methane, but the amount depends 
on the nature of the coal. (Generally spealdng, deeper coal seams have higher methane content. 
Underground mines therefore are by ^ the largest source of coal mine methane emissions, 
accounting for about 65 to 70 percent of the total. Most of the methane emitted fi'om underground 
mines escapes through ventilation systems put in place for safety measures or through other shafts 
and portals. The remainder is rdeased during the handling and processing of the coal after it has 
been mined*. 

The second s^nificant form of air poUution from coal mining is particulate matter (PM) emissions. 
While methane emissions are largely from eastem underground mines, PM emissions are particularly 
serious at western surface mines. Minii^ operations in the arid, open, and fiiequently windy region 
creates a significant amount of particulate matter.These wind-driven dust emissions occur during 
nearly every phase of coal strip mining in the West, but the most signiflcam sources are removal of 
the overburden through blasting and use of draglines, truck haulage of the overi^urden and mined 
coal, road grading, and wind erosion of reclaimed areas.The diesel trucks and equipment used in 
mining are also a source of PM emissions. 

Particulate matter emissions are a serious health threat that can cause significant respiratory damage 
as well as premature death. *̂  In 2002, one of Wyoming's coal producing counties, Campbell County, 
exceeded its ambient ah- quality threshold several times.Air pollution in Campbell County almost 
earned it nonattainment status, which would have-prevented construction of two 90-megawatt 
power plants that have triggered a 7 percent increase in coal production. ̂ ^ Coal dust problems in 
the West are likely to get worse under EPA's recentiy fitiallzed revisions to the naticmal ambient air 
quality standards (NAAQS) fbr PM, which eliminate the annual standard for coarse PM (PM^Q)- ̂ ° 

Coal Mine Waste 
Coal mining leaves a legacy of wastes long after mining operations cease. One significant waste 
is the sludge that is produced from washii^ coal.There are currently more than 700 sludge 
impoimdments strewn throughout mining regions, and this number continues to grow.These 
Impoundment ponds pose a potential threat to the environment and human life. If an impoundment 
&ils, the result is disastrous. In 1972 an impoundment break in WestVu^inia rdeased a flood of coal 
sludge that killed 125 people. In 2000 another impoundment break covered an area hi Kentucky 
with more than 300 million gallons of slurry (30 times the size of the Exxon Valdez spilQ, killing all 
aquatic life m 20 miles of stream, destroying homes, and contaminating much of the drinking water 
in the eastem part of the state." Another waste from coal mining is the solid waste rock left behind 
fi^3m tunneling or bla5ting.TlUs can set off a number of the environmental impacts previously 
discussed, hiduding acid mine drain^e (AMD).Adduig to the coal mine waste problem is the 
legacy of mines no longer in use: If a mine is abandoned or a mining company goes out of business, 
the former owner is under no legal obligation to clean up and monitor the envhronmental wastes, 
leaving the responsibility in the hands of the state. '^ 
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Damage to Surrounding Communities 
Coal mining can also have serious impacts on nearby communities. Residents have reported that 
in addition to creating noise and dust, dynamite blasts can crack the foundations of homes, and 
many cases of subsidence due to the collapse of imdeiground mines have been documented, ^ 
Subsidence can cause serious damage to houses, roads, bridges, and any other structures in the area. 
Blasting can also damage wells, and changes in the topography and structure of aquifers can cause 
these wells to run dry. 

Environmental Impacts of Coal Mining in China 
Coal mining in China has destroyed 4 million hectares of land, a figure that increases by more than 
46,000 hectares each year; only 12 percent of this land has been redaimed.^-^' Land subsidence 
from minmg covers 700,000 hectares, causing more than 50 billion RMB ($6.2 bilUon) in economic 
losses.^^ China also leads the world in overall coal mine methane (CMM) emissions, releasing 
183 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent fix)m coal minii^ activities in 2004." CMM 
emissions are projected to increase dramatically in the next several decades as a result of e3q)ected 
increases in coal production. 

Environmental Effects of Coal Transportation 
Transporting coal from \ ^e r e it is mined to where it will be burned also produces ^nificant 
quantities of air pollution and other environmental harms. Diesel-burning trucks, trains, and barges 
that transpon coal release NOx, SO ,̂ PM,VOCs (volatile organic chemicals), CO, and COj into the 
earth's atmosphere.Tmcks and trains transporting coal release more than 600,000 tons of NO^ and 
over 50,000 tons of PM]o into the air annually (barge pollution data are unavailaNc).^'^In addition 
to the serious public health risks from these toxic emissions, black carbon from diesd combustion 
contributes to global warming. ^ 

The tmcks used to transport coal leave a trail of environmental hazards in their wake, from land 
disturbance caused by tmcks entering and leavhig the mine complex to coal dust particles rdeased 
into the air along the transport route. ̂ ^ For example, a national magazhie reported that in Sylvester, 
West Vuginia, a Massey Energy coal processing plant and the tmcks associated with it spread so 
much dust around the town that "Sylvester's residents had to clean their windows and porches and 
cars every day, and keep the windows shut."^ Even after a lawsuit and a court victory, residents— 
who now call themselves"Dustbusters"—still"^pc down then: windows and porches and cars."*' 

Local communities also have concerns about the size of the coal trucks that barrel through their 
ne^borhoods. According to one report, in a Kentucky town coal tmcks weighing 120 Urns with 
their loads were common, and "the Department of Ihinsporution signs stating a thirty-ton carryhig 
capacity of each bridge had disappeared." ̂  Although the coal company there has now adopted 
a different route for its tmcks, community representatives in Appalachia believe that coal trucks 
should be limited to 40 tons. ^ 

Almost 60 percent of coal in the United States is transported at least hi part by train, with coal 
transportation accounting for 44 percent of rail firelght ton-miles. ̂  Coal trains some of vfdiich reach 
more tiian two miles in length, cause railroad^rrossing collisions and pedestrian accidents (there are 
approximately 3,000 such collisions and 900 pedestrian accidents every year) and interruption in 
traffic flow (including dismption to emergency responders such as police, ambulance services, and 
fire departments). 

Coal is also sometimes transported in a coal slurry pipeline, such as the one used at the Black 
Mesa Mine in Arizona. In this process the coal Is ground up and mixed with water In a roughly 
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50:50 ratio.The resulting slurry is transported to a power station th ro i^ a pipeline.This requires 
large amounts of fresh groimdwater.lb transport coal from Black Mesa to the Mohave Generating 
Station in Nevada, Peabody Coal pumped more than 1 biUion gaUons of water from an aquifer near 
the mine each year.This water came from the same aquifer used for drinkii^ water and irrigation 
by members of the Navajo and Hop! nations in the area. Water used for coal transport has fed to a 
major depletion of the aquifei; causing water levels to drop more than 100 feet in some wells: In 
the West, coal transport through a slurry pipeUne places additional stress on an already depleted 
water supply. Maintenance of the pipe requires washing, which uses still more fresh water. Not only 
does sluny-pipeline transport result in a loss of fresh water, but it can also lead to water pollution 
when the pipe fiiils and coal slurry is dischaiged into ground or surfiice water. ̂  The Pfcabody pipe 
Med 12 times between 1994 and 1999. (The Black Mesa nunc dosed hi January 2006 when its sole 
customer; the Mohave Generating Station, shut down because its emissions exceeded current air 
pollution standards.) 

• 
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Environmental Effects of Coal Use 

Coal combustion produces enormous quantities of air pollutants 
that severely harm public health and the environment. Respiratory 
ailments, premature death, and cardiovascular illnesses are some 

of the serious health dangers associated with the air pollution caused by 
coal combustion. The combustion process generates heat-trapping carbon 
dioxide—the largest driver of global warming—and emissions of mercury 
and other toxic elements and compounds. Coal-fired power plants also use 
large quantities of water for cooling, directly affecting water quality, and 
produce more than 120 million tons of solid waste per year. 

Air Pollutants 
There are five major conventional air pollutants from coal combustion: 

• particulate matter (PM), in the form of both fine and coarse PM (PM measuring 2.5 
micrometers or less in diameter IPM2.5] or 10 micrometers or less in diameter EPM^Q], 

rcspectivdy); 
• oxides of nitrc^en (NO^). which produce smog; 
• sulfur dioxide (SO2), which causes add rain (NO^ and SO2 also contribute to the formation of 

secondary PM in the ambient ah; causing respiratory ailments and limiting visibility); 
• mercury (Hg) and other toxic substances; and 
• carbon dioxide (C02)> the most important heat-trappmg gas drivii^ global warming. 

The effects of each of these air pollutants are discussed in cum in the sections that follow. 

Particulate Matter (PM) 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) reports that coal-fired utilities ui the United States 
were responsible for more than 219,000 tons of PM^Q emissions in 2002 and 114,000 tons <rf PM2.5. 
Significantly, these emissions estimates do not indude secondary PM, which forms hi ambient 
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air from precursors such as SO2 and NOx. ^ Some studies have estimated that secondary PM can 
account for as much as 60 percent of a faculty's overaU PM emissions. 

The health effects fix>m exposure to PM indude premature deaths (primarily amoi^ the dderiy and 
those with heart or lut^ disease); chronic bronchitis and heart attacks; a^ravation of respiratory 
and cardiovascular illness, leading to more hospitalizations and emergency room visits (particulariy 
for children, the elderly, and individuals with heart disease or respiratory conditions); chaises to 
lung structure and natural defense mechanisms; decreased lui^ function and symptomatic effects 
such as those associated with acute bronchitis (particularly in children and people with asthma); 
lost work days; and an increase in school absences. Currently, nearly 70 million people in the United 
States live in areas with unhealthy levds of particulate matter poUution. 

Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) 
The EPA also reports that 10.3 miUion tons of SO2 were released from U.S. power plants in 2004, 
95 percent of these emissions coming from coal-fired plants. ̂  SO2 causes acid rain, which in tum 
acidifies lakes and streams, destroying aquatic habitat, damaging forest trees and plante (particulariy 
trees at high devations, such as red spmce above 2,000 feet), and impairing sensitive forest soils. In 
addition, add rain accderates the decay of buUding matoials and paints, indudhig the irreplaceable 
buUdings, statues, and sculptures that are part of our nation's cultural heritage. Moreover, before 
they precipitate out ofthe ambient air, SO2 and NO^ (and their particulate matter derivatives, 
sulfiites and nitrates) scatter light and create hazy conditions, decreasing visibiUry.This spoils scenic 
vistas across broad regions of the country, induding in many national pailcs and wUdemess areas as 
weU as In urban regions. On the haziest days, visibility hi soine national parks is reduced as mudi as 
80 percent, droppix^ visibility to 10 mUes or less. 

Nitrogen Oxides INOx) 
NOx emissions from power plants in the United States totaled about 3.9 miUion tons hi 2004, with 
more than 90 percent of these emissions coming from coal-fired units. "̂  NOx emissions contribute 
significantiy to the formation of harmful ground-levd ozone. ̂ * Ozone is the primary component of 
smc^ and is associated with numerous adverse impacts, induding decreases in lung function that 
cause shortness of breath and other breathing problems; respiratory symptoms such as aggravated 
coughing and chest pain; an increase in asthma attacks, susceptibility to respiratory infection, and 
other respiratory problems; an increase in hospital admissions and emei^ency room visits; and 
reduced productivity for workers in outdoor jobs. Repeated exposure to ozone can result in chronic 
inflammation and irreversible structural changes in the l u i ^ that can lead to premature agic^ of 
the lungs and other long-term respiratory lUnesses.Additionally, ground-level ozone damages forest 
ecosystems, trees and omamental plants, and crops. Currently, more than 110 miUion Americans live 
in area^ with unhealthy levels of ozone. 

Mercury and Other Toxic Elements and Compounds 
Coatfired units are the largest U.S. source of human-made mercury poUution, emitting 
approximately 48 tons each year. ̂  In addition, U.S. coal-buming plants armually emit 56 tons of 
arsenic, 62 tons of lead compounds, 62 tons of chromium compounds, 23,000 tons of hydrogen 
fluoride, and 134,0<X) tons of hydrochloric add. ^ 

The adverse pubUc health and environmental effects of these toxic chemicals are both serious and 
long lastii^. Mercury pollution fix>m power pkuits, for example, is deposited on soU and in water; 
where It transforms chemically into a highly toxic form (methylmercury) that accumulates in the 
tissues offish.'^ More than 13 miUion lakeacres and 750,000 river-mties in the United States are 
subject to fish consumption advisories due to devated mercury. "̂^ Human exposure to mercury 
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most commonly occurs through the consumption of contamhiated fish, which can cause significant 
health effects. Mercury is particularly toxic to fetuses and young infants exposed during periods of 
rapid brain development. ̂ Affected chUdren are at risk of devdopmental and neurologkral harm, 
such as delayed developmental mUestones, reduced neurological test scores, and, at h ^ doses, 
cerebral palsy. ̂  A July 2005 report fix)m the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDQ conduded that one in 17 women of chUdbearing age in the United States has mercury 
in her blood above 5.8 miox^rams per Uter—a levd that could pose a risk to a fetus.This is an 
improvement from a prior report ha 2003,^*^ch showed that one out of 12 women had mercury 
in her blood at this level. Newer science indicates, however, that mercury actually concentrates in 
the umbilical cord blood that goes to the fetus, so mercury levels as low as 3.4 micrograms per liter 
of a mother's blood are now a concern. Neariy one in 10 women of reproductive age in the United 
States has mercury m her blood at or above this level, according to the new CDC study Significant 
evidence also links methylmercury exposure to cardfovascular disease. "̂  

The other hazardous air poUutants (HAPs) emitted by power plants, which indude arsenic, 
chromium, nickel, cadmium, dioxins, lead compoimds, hydrochloric acid, and hydrogen fluoride, 
can also cause a wide variety of additional adverse health cffixts, induding central nervous system 
damage, and cancer. ''•̂ '* 

Carbon Dioxide (CO2I 
Coal-fired power plants are the largest source of global warming poUution in the United States. 
These plants emitted 1.89 biUion tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) in 2004, accounting for more than 
80 percent of the emissions from electric power production and more than 30 percent of total U.S. 
CO2 emissions from aU sources. 

While technology exists to capture (X>2 from new coal-fired plants for safe disposal underground, only 
CaUfomia has a law requirii^ plants to do so. It Is very unUkdy that conventional coal combustion 
plants wlU be retrofitted for CO2 capture due to the h%h cost and large energy requirements of such 
add-on controls. Hence, the existing stock of coal-fked power plants as weU as any new conventional 
plants that are buUt are not only a source of current emissions, but represent a commitment to an 
enormous stream of emissions over thdr Ufethnes. Existing U.S. coal-fired power plants are esqpected 
to generate 90 bUlion tons of carbon dioxide over thefr expected remaining lifetimes. ®* 

The carbon "shadow" from coal-fired power plants wUl grow enormously over the nest 25 years if 
current business-as-usual forecasts are realized. More than 100 conventional coal-fired power plants 
arc already in various stages of development hi the United States, and the Department of Ene^y 
projects that more than 150 GW (the equivalent of 300 large plants) of new conventional coal-fired 
capacity wUl be built by 2030.^ The carbon shadow from these plants would be an additional 62 
biUion tons of CO2. Under this scenario, the committed emissions Just from U.S. coal-fired power 
plants would be 150 billion tons of CO2—half the total emissions the United States could produce 
from 2000 to 2050 withhi a global effort to prevent dangerous global warmii^.^ 

Otiier Pollutants 
Water Damage 
Coal-iircd power plants not only poUute the ah: but also foul the water in the places they operate. 
In a detaUed report titied "Wounded Waters,** ** the Clean Air'Risk Force summarized a number of 
insults that utUities mfUa on the watersheds they tise primarily for cooling water: 

• entrainment and impingement of fish and sheUfish species from cooling water intakes, 
with resultant damage to fish populations and economic fishing losses; 
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• alteration of water levels and flows in ways that can be damaging to plant and 
animal communities; 

• discharge of water at temperatures as much as 60 degrees hotter than the water body 
fix>m which it came, threatening aquatic ecosystems that cannot sustain such a 
temperature shock; and 

• discharge of toxic chemicals used not only to keep cooling water usable but also to 
support boUer operation and as part of waste treatment 

According to the report, the cumulative damage from intake and discharge from multiple plants 
along a river,in a coastal area,or near other important waters is poorly understoodbut can cause 
considerably more damage than would occur from any single plant. ̂  In other words, power plants 
potentially can affect virtuaUy every aspect of a water body's health and productivity. 

Coal Combustion Waste 
In addition to ahljome poUutants such as carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and mercury, coal 
combustion also yidds more than 120 miUion tons of sotid and Uquid waste annually These wastes 
are largely made up of the noncombustible constituents of coal, as weU as particulate matter, sulfur, 
and other poUutants that have been captured by emissions control technologtes.Along with large 
quantities of ash, coal combustion waste (CCW) can often contain significant amounts of toxic 
compounds and elements, especially heavy metals such as lead, cadmium, mercury, sdenium, and 
arsenic.The primary environmental risk associated with the disposal of CCW is the possibility that 
the waste will come into contact with water and that the resulting leachate wUl infiltrate nearby 
drinkhig water supplies and aquatic habitats. 

Coal combustion waste is typically handled in one of four ways: surisice impoundmem, landfiUing, 
mincfiUiî , and other "benefidal uses." Surface impoundments pose the greatest risk because they 
arc left aboveground for extended periods of time in a liquid slurry state with a high potential 
for leaching into the surrounding environment. Due to these risks, the use of impoundments has 
declined hi recent years from 25 percent of aU CCW hi 1996 to 19 percent in 2003.^ LandfiUhig 
and minefilling are both safer altematives because they present far fewer opportunities for 
contaminants to leach into surfiice water and groundwater. However, aU three of these disposal 
strategies have the potential to cause significant harm to human health and the environment. 

The EPA has recognized 24 instances in which CCW disposal has caused damage to nearby waters, ̂  
These instances are roughly split between landfiUs and sur£K:e impoimdments, though landfiUing 
has historically accounted for about twice as much disposal as impoundments. Minefilling is not 
currently a common practice, though it figures to become more prominent as an altemative to 
sui&ce impoundment. Degradation fix>m these activities is generally the result of toxic chemicals 
leachii^ into groundwater that is connected to nearby surface waters.This situation is more likely 
to occur where there is a permeable or otherwise hisufifident barrier between CCW and nearby 
groundwater, where drinlting water suppUes and aquatic habitats are in dose proximity to the 
disposal site, and where the water table is relatively shaUow. When locating a site for CCW disposal, 
it is therefore necessary to consider the physical properties of the site in addition to the necessary 
preventive measures such as impermeable barriers. 

Perhaps the best method of CCW disposal is to recyde it as raw material for certain constmction 
and engineering products such as cement, waUboard, and roofing tUes.The use of coal combustion 
waste for these and similar purposes has increased in recent years, from 25 percent in 1995 to 38 
percent hi 2003-̂ * The EPA recently foimd that the use of CCW hi constmction and engineering 
products does not pose a significant threat to human health and the environment. Rather than 
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paying to dispose of these wastes, coal-fired power plants can seU them at a profit.The existence of 
these "beneficial uses" therefore serves as an economic incentive to improve water quality.These 
benefidal uses are particularly attractive with Integrated (gasification Combined Cyde (KGCQ 
power plants, whose demental sulfiir and sulfuric add byproducts are generally In high demand. 

Despite the advantages of these uses, it is best to be pmdent in thefr ^pUcation.WhUe concrete 
and waUboard made from CCW wiU likely not leach toxic elements and compoimds during their 
usefiil lifetime, it is also important to consider the environmental effects of their ultimate disposal. 

Environmental Effects of Coal Use in China 
China's coal sector is not only the worid's laigest, but also the most dangerous and most poUuting. 
Puhnonary disease, dosely related to air poUution fix)m coal buming, is the second lai^st single 
cause of adult deaths hi Ckmz (13.9 percent of the totaO. ̂  An estimated 400,000 people die esK^ 
year in China from SO2 emission-related illnesses. ̂ The Chinese government has estimated that the 
health costs of ah* poUution account for up to 2 percent of China's gross domestic product (GDF).̂ ^ 

Most of China's coal is dther burned directly or burned in power plants with limited pollutant 
controls, resulting in significant emissions of SO2, particulates, mercury, and NOx- < ĥina leads the 
world in sulfur dioxide emissions, with more than 25 miUion tons of total SO2 emissioi^ in 2005.^ 
About 90 percent of the total, more than 20 miUion tons, was attributable to coal combustion. ^ 
Acid rain falls on an estimated 30 percent of China's land mass, caushig at least 110 billion RMB 
(US$ 13.3 bilUon) of damage each year.^-^'Coal burning ui China was responsible for abom 10 
miUion tons of particulate matter emissions, about 70 percent of total emissions. ̂  The Worid Bank 
calculates the costs of exposure to fossil fud particulates for urban residents in C ĥhia, under an 
emissions-as-usual scenario, wiU rise to neariy $400 billion in 2020, equivalent to 13 percent of 
GDP.^ 

China also emits almost 700 tons of mercury into the worid's atmosphere each year, accounting 
for neariy a quarter of the worid's industrial emis^<His. ̂ ^ And mercury is a toxic substance that 
knows no boundaries; some scientists estimate that 30 percent or more of the mercury settling into 
U.S. soU and waterways comes fix>m other countries—particularly (^lina,*"" 

China emitted 4.77 bUUon tons of carbon dioxide in 2004 and more than 183 mUlion tons <X)2 
equivalent in coal-mine methane."^* *°̂  Most analysts estimate that CUiina's emissions of CO2 more 
than doubled from 1990 to 2004, accounted for more than 18 percent of global carbon dioxide 
emissions in 2004.'°^ WhUe China's per capita emissions remain :&r lower than those in the United 
States, its emissions are continuing to grow by as much as 4.5 percent per year, the fiistest increase 
of any major nation. ̂ °* Due to rapid economic growth and uicreasii^ rdiance on coal, Otina is 
expected to overtake the United States as the worid's leadhig carbon emitter by 2010. ^^ 
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What Is the Future for Coal? 

The pervasive environmental effects of coal production and use belie 
the "clean coal" rhetoric of industry promoters. Reducing the harms 
from coal requires a multi-pronged approach. Our first priority is to 

minimize dependence on coal and other fossil fuels through more efficient 
use of energy and greater development of renewable energy resources. 
Indeed, these resources have the technical capability fully to meet both 
the U.S. and China's demands for energy services. Nonetheless, it appears 
inevitable that both countries will continue to rely heavily on coal to 
generate electricity for many years. Thus, every effort also must be made 
to minimize the environmental harm from coal production, processing and 
transportation and to require that power companies use the best available 
technology for coal conversion to dramatically reduce emissions of NOx, 
SOx, Hg, and CO2 from coal use. 

Reducing Fossil Fuel Dependence 
There is enormous potential to reduce the demand for fossU fuels by a^ressively promoting 
more effident use of dectridty and electridty production from renewable resources. Increasing 
energy effidency is by ^ the most cost-effective way to avoid emitting carbon dioxide and has 
been the haUmark of NRDC's energy advocacy for 30 years.Tfechnologies range from effident 
lighting, induding emerging LED lamps, to advanced selective membranes that reduce industrial 
process energy needs. Critical national and state poUdes indude appliance effidency standards, 
performancebased tax incentives, utiUty-administered deployment programs, and innovative maricet 
transformation strategies that make more efQdent des^ns standard industry practice. 

The potential is even greater in China.At a growth rate of 5 percent annually under bushiessas-
usual assumptions, China's total dectridty demand wiU rise by more than 2,600 gigawatts (GW) by 
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2050. "*^This is the equivalent of buUdlng ahnc^ four 300 MW power plants every vreek for.the next 
45 years.̂ °^ NRDC's analysis shows that energy effidency incentive programs have the potential to 
reduce China's growth in dectridty demand by ahnost 950 GW by .2050. Effidency investnK^nts 
could therefore make uimecessary the ccmstruction of more than 3,0(X) power plants, which would 
Ukely be coal-fired, preventing emissions of more than 4 l»lUon metric tons of carbon dioxkle per 
year by 2050. Application and enforcement of strong efficiency codes and standards could doi:d>le 
those savings. 

China is determined to improve its energy efficiency because for every dollar of econcKnic output, 
China uses five times more energy than the United States and 12 times more than Japan.*** (China's 
Eleventh Five-Year Plan, which went hito effect in January 2006, calls for a 20 percent reduction in 
energy use per unit of GDP by 2010. **» Achieving this target whUe doubUng its economy, dtina's 
other major goal, could do more than any other currem hiitiative to reduce China's growth in GHG 
emissions. 

Electridty generation by renewable resources is also e3q)anding rapidly; recent decreases in the 
price of wind and biomass technologies indicate that these areas offer some ofthe most cost-
effective renewabfe power generation options hi both countries.***^ Some 20 U.S. states have 
adopted renewable portfolio standards requirii^ dectridty providers to obtain a minimum portion 
of theu- portfoUo from renewable resources. Federal tax incentives have also played an important 
role, particularly for wind, although uncertainty about when tax credits wUl expire has limited theh* 
effectiveness at spurring new Investment. China's renewables sector is the world's fiistest growing, 
at more than 25 percent aimually. ^" China has enacted a new Renewable Energy Law and vowed 
to meet 15 percent of its energy needs with renewable eneigy by 2020.' ̂ ^ A recent report by the 
China Renewable Energy Industries Assodation and Greenpeace Intemational finds that China 
could double its current wind energy plan and deliver 40 GW of wind power within 15 years, 
rising to 10 times that amount by 2050. ''^ This would put China on track to become the world's 
largest wind energy maricet by 2020. '̂ ^The report also condudes that there is enough vial^e wind 
resource in China to completely power the whole country."' 

The abiUty of effective energy efficiency and renewable energy poUdes to avoid fb^il-fud power 
generation has been demonstrated in practice hi Califomia. Per capita dectricity use in Califomia 
has remained essentially constant since 1975 and is now 40 percent lower than the average for 
other states. Nonethdess, Califomia energy policymakers recognize the potential for enhanced 
efficiency gains and have committed to new programs that wiU continue the trend of flat or 
decUning per capita dectridty consumption t h r o i ^ at least 2013 (see http:/Avww.nrdc.otg/alr/ 
energy/fcagoals.asp). Renewable energy sources other than hydropower supply 10 percem ofthe 
dectricity consumed in California, and nonfossil resources overall generate almost 40 percent of 
California's supply, compared with national avenges of 2 percent and 29 percent, respecttvdy, "* 

The national potential for energy efficiency and renewabfe energy to satisfy a substantial portion of 
United States' dectridty service needs has been examined recently In the Clean Eneigy Blueprint 
developed by the Union of Concemed Sdentists (UCS). Based on aggressive national standards and 
other polides to promote energy effidency, renewable energy, and combined heat and power, UCS 
projects that one-third of the expected dectridty demand hi 2020 could be avoided t h r o i ^ eneigy 
efficiency and that nonhydro renewable e n e i ^ could supply 20 percent of the dectridty needs 
not suppUed by combined heat and power. If this scenario were realized, the United States would 
not need to buUd any new coal-fked power plants. (New plants with carbon capture could stUl hdp 
reduce emissions if they replaced existing plants.) "'̂  
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Reducing the Impacts of Coal Production 
Environmental damage from coal production, processing, and transportation must be reduced. In 
both the United States and China significant progress could be made simply by enforcing laws 
ah%ady on the books. Unfortunately, the U.S. coal Industry has used its poUtical dout to carve 
systematic loopholes in the way these laws are implemented. As long as the Bush Administration 
is hi office, there is Uttie chance that better enforcement wUl occur, let alone that its Unpropcr and 
often illegal interpretations of esdsting statutes wiU be voluntarily reversed, and requirements for 
protection and restoration of the landscape affected by mining activities strengthened. In the United 
States, there is an urgent need for congressional oversight of the implementation of the laws and 
programs governing coal mining and use. In China, booming demand and h ^ prices for coal mean 
regulations are often ignored, production is pushed beyond safe limits, and mines that have been 
shut down reopen iUegalty. In both nations, stronger enforcement measures arc desperatdy needed. 

Enforce the Clean Water Act 
As discussed below, mountaintop removal mining and the related practice of destro)ing mountain 
streams by filling them with mining wastes are fundamentally inconsistent with the Oean^^ter 
Act. NRDC bdieves that these unsustamabfe approaches to coal nuning must be aboUshed. Congress 
must ensure that the Cfean Water Act's protections against fouling America's rivers and streams 
are property enforced by the administration.This wiU force mining companies to internalize some 
ofthe costs of their destmctivc mining practices. Unfortunately, in recent years, the Army Corps 
of Engineers has taken a pair of regulatory actions to minimize coal producers' Qean Water Act 
obligations^ to the detriment of communities and ecosystems in Appalachia that are threatened by 
mountaintop removal mining.. 

Fh-st, the Corps redefined coal mining waste as "fiU" so tiiat it would be subject to the dredge and 
fiU permitting program administered by the Corps rather than the pollutant disdiarge program run 
by EPA."® Second, the Corps issued a general permit, authorizing surfiice mmes to dump such f̂iU" 
(indudii^ excess mining-related material from moimtaintop removal into rivers and streams with 
few preconditions to actually protect the resource. Ending the lenient treatment that mountaintop 
removal enjoys under the Corps' rules is cmdaUy hnportant to Appalachia, as "an estimated 724 
stream mUcs in West Vh^hiia, Kentucky, and parts of \̂ i%mia andTennessee were covered by vaUcy 
fills and 1,200 mUes of headwater streams were directly impacted by mountaintop mining activities" 
between 1985 and 2001. "^ 

Fixing the *'fiU" rule redefinition is hnportant, but wiU not be easy—at least while the Bush 
Admhiistration is in office. Until May 2002, the Corps r^ulations defined "fiU material" as any 
material used for the primary purpose of replacing an aquatic area with dry land or of changing the 
bottom devation of an Isic] water body. The term does not indude any poUutant discharged into 
the water primarily to dispose of waste, as that activity is regulated under" the National PoUutant 
Discharge EUmination System (NPDES) administered by tiie EPA. *̂  

Under this definition, mountaintop removal "overburden" plainly should have been subject to EPA 
permitting, as mining companies destroy streams in Appalachia to get rid of thdr mining wastes, 
not to change the depth of the streams. Indeed, a Federal court held ecactly that in 1999."' 
Unfortunately, instead of complying, the Corps then redefined "fiU material" to indude mining 
oveiburden, *̂  an action that one court found would violate the Qean Water Act and would "allow 
the waters of the United States to be fiUed, poUuted, and unavoidably destroyed, for any purpose, 
including waste disposal." '^ Under the new definition, the Corps is the lead permitting agency, and 
historically it has been more than willing to authorize stream destruction as part of mountaintop 
removal mining. 
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Restoring the prior definition's exdusion for waste material and hisisting on EPA permitting would 
ensure that our nation's rivers and streams—particulariy those hi Appalachia—do not become 
dumping grounds for mining waste. In fact, because the NPDES permittiii^ process requires the 
proposed dischai^e to comply with appUcabfe effluent guidelines and with state water quaUty 
standards, and because vaUey fills often bury streams entirely, vaUey fills are effectively prohibited by 
the Clean Water Act. Fixing the fiU rule would require coal companies to dther find waste disposal 
methods that do not destroy waters in the process, or prcfetaWy, to abandon moimtainti^ removal 
mining altogether. ^̂^ 

It is unlikely, however, that the Corps wiU give up its current authority to permit valley fills. It is 
equaUy unlikely that the agency wiU revoke the general permit—Natiomside Permit 21 (NWP 
21) —that it issued in 2002 (and has proposed to re-issue). NWP 21 gives nUning companies a 
blanket Clean Water A a fiU authorization and. despite a l^al requh^ment to ensure that permitted 
activities "wiU cause only mmimal adverse environmental effects when perfonned separately, and 
wiU haVe only [a] minimal cumulative adverse effect on the envhxinment," lacks the mechanisms 
to guarantee that fills wiU not be harmful For instance, NWP 21 lacks any limit on the number 
of acres or stream miles that can be affected by a valley fiU, and it does not specify how mining 
companies must mitigate the impacts. Shice 2002, under NWP 21, coal mining companies have 
buried numerous streams with rock and other waste from surface coal mining activities.And this 
practice wUl continue; the Corps mtends to permit vaUey fiUs that, together with recent fills (sfaice 
1992), are expected to affect neariy 7 percem of a 12-nuUion-acre Appalachian region that spans 
four states and indudes roughly 59,000 mifes of streams. ̂ ^ It wiU likety take a new administration 
or a successful court challenge to make the Ckirps revoke NWP 21 and require mining companies to 
obtain individual permits before they can destroy any streams with mining waste. 

Enforce the Clean Air Act 
Coal mines themselves are significant sources of air emissions, especially particulate matter and diesd 
exhaust from mining equipment and other sources at the mine site. Most U.S. mhies have o n ^ e 
equipment for processing, and moving coal, and loading it onto rafl cars, aU of which can contribute 
to ah: emissions. Coal preparation plants (whidi process coal by brealong, crushh^, screening, wet or 
dry deaning, and thermal drying) are subject to New Source Performance Standards (under 40 CFR 60 
Subpart Y) and QeanAirAct (CAA) Title V permitting requh«ments. Moreover, if these sources emit 
poUutants m suffident quantities, they arc subject to the CAA's prevention of s^nificant deterioration 
(PSD) requirements fbr NAAQS attahimoit areas—which unpose an oUigation to instaU best available 
control technology (BACT) on any new units or on any &d]ity that undertakes a major modification. 

Appropriate appUcation and rigorous enforcement of rdevant standards are necessary to ensure 
adequate control of these emissfons. It wiU take dtizen action, congressional oversight, and periiaps a 
new administration before the EPA wfll require states to conduct meaningfiil and thorough review of 
Utie V pemiit appUcations—and in particular, before the agency wUl demand an accurate accounting 
of the potential for these faculties to emit r^;ulated poUutants. Most mme sources currently avoid 
future PSD requirements by adopting emission Umitattons hi thdrTitte V permits tfiat are of 
questionable accuracy and effectiveness. AdditionaUy, the EPA's hiterpretation ofthe statute aUows 
enormous quantities of mining-related fugitive dust to go unaccounted for in the regulatory process. 

As discussed above, PM emissions are among the most significant ah- contaminants fix>m mining 
activities. One ofthe primary mechanisms for r^ulating PM is the implementation of National 
Ambient Ah: QuaUty Standards (NAAQS) through state implementation plans (SIPs).lhis regulatory 
mechanism, however, reUes on the existence of a strong national standard. Amazingly, the EPA 
recently proposed new NAAQS for fine PM (PM2.5) and coarse PM (PMJQ) that would cssentiaUy 
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give minify a free pass by r^ulating only "urban coarse" PM and entirety ignore rural and nUning-
related emission of coarse PM (PM]o). '^ WhUe hi its final rule the EPA ulthnately did not entkely 
exdude mining-related PMjo from re la t ion , it did revoke the annual PM ô standard—leaving in 
place only the 24-hour standard. Thus, whife there are national standards that target acute, short-
term PMio exposure, there are no standards at aU addressing long^erm e3q)osure to more mocferate 
ambient levels of PMio- Moreover; the EPA su^ested in its final PM rule tlmt it m ^ t revisit the idea 
of exduding rural and mining sources hi the future. In order to protect the health of people living 
near coal mining activity, the EPA must reevaluate its decision on PMjo and regulate these emissions 
on both a 24-hour and annual basis. 

AdditionaUy, the EPA should step up inspections and demand comprehensive monitoring of fugitive 
dust from mining and processing operations, but a new administration may have to take over before 
it does so.The agency has significant authority to demand such information, and only poUticaUy 
motivated unwillingness to obtain it is restraining the agency now. *^ According to personal reports 
fix>m affected communities hi Appalachia, dust levels are a significant nuisance, and quantifying the 
amount of poUution in thdr vicinity would be an hnportant step forward. 

Effective enforcement ofthe EPA's recent nonroad diesel rule, and expansion of that rule to regulate 
emission from diesd locomotives (an action that the EPA solidted advanced comment on in 
connection with the final nonroad diesd rule), wlU also h d p to address the emissions fix>m sources 
at mine sites and from the trains used to transport coal once it is removed fit>m the ground.These 
requirements apply only to new diesd engkies, however, so it wiU take some time for fleets to tum 
over and the benefits of this rule to be fulty realized. 

If coal companies and transporters want to be better neighbors, they would take immediate action 
on their own initiative to reduce coal dust pollution. Adding moisture to coal to minimize dust 
would hdp the communities through which coal tmcks and trains move. 

Enforce and Strengthen Surface Mining Laws 
As the primary federal law governing surface- or strip-mining activities in the United States, 
the Surfitce Mining Control and Redamatic»i Act (SMCRA) has the potential to hnprove surface 
minmg practices across the country. SMCRA was designed to ensure that coal mining practices 
are carried out in a way that minimizes impacts to the health and safety of local communities 
and the environment. Unfortunately, strip minit^ continues to exact a laige toU, as blasthig cracks 
foundations of nearby homes and runoff from mine sites poUutes nearby watersheds.Almost 
invariably, reclamation of a surfiice mine wiU proceed only until the pohit at which it meets the 
minimum requirements of SMCRA. Even worse, regulatory authorities sometimes do not insist that 
surface mining operations comply with SMCiRA at aU. '^ 

While minimum compliance is not suffident to protect the communities and ecosystems currently 
threatened by MTR, it is hnperative that compUance not M below minimum levels. Studies 
have shown that since the passage of SMCRA, water quaHty has unproved with regard to pH, 
iron, and mar^anese. However, according to the EPA, streams stiU commonly exceed Maximum 
Contamination Levd Guidelines (MCLG) fbr sulfitte, iron, manganese, and ahiminum.'^ Congress 
must ensure that the fisderal Office of Surfiice Minii^ Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM) has 
sufficient funding to provide thorough inspections of active s u r ^ e mines and reclamation 
procedures. Proper inspections and enforcement could further improve issues rdating to water 
quality, such as acid mine draiiu^e. In order for a mine to be granted a permit under SMCRA, the 
appUcant must first devise a reclamation plan and post a bond equal to the predicted reclamation 
costs for the proposed site. However, companies have been known to drcumvent this requirement 
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by setting up smaUer, sheU companies that post the bond, mine the area, dedare bankmptcy, and 
forfeit the bond. ̂ ^ When this happens, the burden of reclamation faUs to the state, and the amount 
of the bond is often not nearly enough to cover the cost of reclamation. Pennsylvania's Department 
of Environmental Protection, for example, projects an annual defidt of more than $1.2 miltion in 
its reclamation costs if its bond practices remahi the same. *** Procedures must be revised by the 
relevant state authorities so that bonds more accurately reflea the total cost of reclamation. *̂  

Reclamation success and enforcement must also be improved. According to OSM, ushig the number 
of acres of land affected by surfiice coal mining operations that have been rdeased from bonds as 
the measure of reclamation effectiveness,Wyoming—the nation's leading coal production state— 
"has not achieved a large amoimt of reclamation success." OSM also found that notwlthstandh^ 
"the intent of SMCRA to assure that"mhied areas are reclaimed "as contemporaneously as possibte" 
to provide a balance between mined and reclaimed areas,"the gap between the acres disturbed 
[i.e., strip nUned] versus redauned is widenhig...." ''3 in FY 2005, the ratio of reclamation to net 
disturbance was 0.59, the lowest ratio in the last eight years. ̂ ^ In Montana more than 31.000 
acres have been mined, but all four phases of land reclamation have been completed on only 216 
acres, aUowhig rdease of thdr surety bonds.Three of the four phases—aU that is required in many 
states—have been completed on only an additional 1,500 acres. *3* 

The threats posed by coal waste sluc^e impoundments must also be addressed. Presently, 
regulations implementing SMCRA generally require that surface mining activities be conducted 
at least 500 feet away ftom any active or abandoned underground mining site, and ensure a stabfe 
foundation. '^- ̂ ^̂  In addition, these rufes spedfy that waste disposal areas must "not create a publfe 
hazard...." ̂ ^ Neverthdess, impoundment structures are capable of failure, and technolc^ exists to 
process coal without creating large volumes of Uquid and sludge that must be stored. For instance, 
m Kentucky, a Martin County Coal site had "a filter press system that removed the water from the 
coal slurry and buried the remainder on-site as a soUd." '̂ ^ Unfortunately,"because it cost $1 more 
per ton of coal, Marthi Coal abandoned it in the '90s and went back to filUng up sludge ponds." '^ 
liquid sludge storage has proven to be hazardous hi the past: In 2000, one of these impoimdment 
ponds failed, spilling more than 300 mlUion gaUons of sludge. ̂ '̂ 

If dry processing methods cost oi^ dollar per ton more than ushig methods that create the need 
for large sludge dams, utilizing these technologies would raise the open-maiket cost of Appalachian 
coal by a few percent. In light of the significant risks to the local communities If there were to be 
an impoundment failure, these costs would appear more than )u5tified.At a minimum, prohibiting 
new or expanded waste impoundments would be a significant step forward.Wtest Virginia l^lslators 
considered, but did not take action on, a proposal to limit new and expanded impoundments. *̂  

Recent years have also witnessed a series of notabfe attacks by the Bush Administration on the SMCRA 
regulations, as weU as other environmental rules. One particularly powerftil provision ofthe rules 
implementing SMCiRA states that "no land within 100 feet of a perennial stream or an hitermittent 
stream shaU be disturbed by surface mining activities, unless the regulatory authority specifically 
authorizes suriace mining activities doser to, or through, such a stream." '^ Howevei; a recent 
Memorandum of Understanding "clarifying" the r^;ulation negates the buffer zone regidaticm entirdy 
and uistead states that surface mining activities must comply only with a much weaker regulation 
under the Clean Water Act, which states that discharges to' streams wiU not be permitted if they wiU 
result in "significant degradation." ̂ ^This khid of backdoor rewriting of environmental legislation has 
been a hallmark ofthe Bush Administration, and, fbr at least the next two years, it wUl take the efforts 
of Congress, citizen groups, envhonmental organizations and the courts to ensure that the laws and 
regulations that protect our v̂ âter and land are enforced acconiing to thdr original purpose. 
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Unfortunately, SMCRA is faU of loopholes on environmental issues, even without the assistance of 
the Bush administration. One section, for example, requires operators to ''restore the land affected to 
a condition capable of supporting the uses which it was capable of supporting prior to any mining." 
However, the next dause states that the land can also be retumed to a "higher or better use," a 
phrase so vague that it could mean anything fix)m a landfiU to a golf course. ̂ *̂  Furthei; SMCRA 
addresses only abov^round dams^e and does not require restoration of underground aquifers, 
vt^ch have been damaged or destroyed across thousands of acres in the West. So while proper 
enforcement of SMCRA wiU yield benefits—as wUl efforts by dtizen groups and environmental 
organizations along with others—surface mining wUl undoubtedly continue to be a major 
source of poUution and degradation for some time to come. 

The federal coal leasing program, originaUy designed to ensure a fiiir return to the public for its 
resources and to mitigate impacts to wUdlife,the environment, and affected communities and states, 
must also be reformed to effectively achieve its or^hial mission. 

Protect Unique Places 
FragUe and unique ecosystems require additional protection to minimize the environmental effects 
of coal production in the foture. Despite the growth in global conventions and s^reements that 
have estabUshed protected areas (e.g.,Worid Heritage sites and Biosphere Reserves),many of 
these unspoUed places are stiU severely threatened, and most remain officially unprotected and 
vulnerable to a variety of industrial activities, indudhig coal mining. Shice the establishment of 
Yellowstone National Paric in the United States in 1872, often dted as the start of the modem era of 
protected paric areas, the global loss of natural habitats and spedes has continued and recentiy has 
accelerated. Between 1970 and 2000, populations of terrestrial species declined by approxhnatdy 
30 percent woridwicfe. ' ^ These declines occurred across ecosystem types, induding forests, 
tundra, savanna deserts, and grasslands. 

Many of the regions where these dedines have occurred are characterized by extraordinary 
ecological attributes, such as plant diversity and endemism, or relatively intact predator-prey 
systems, and provide critical ecosystem services induding 1) food for subsistence use and drinking 
water; 2) regulation of global carbon, floods, drought, land degradation, and disease; 3) supportii^ 
services such as soU formation and nutrient cyding; and 4) cultural services such as recreational, 
spiritual, religious, and other nonmaterial benefits. 

Coal minii^ threatens to tear apart lai^e tracts of habitat hi many of these unique places, dther 
through direct destruction or t h i o i ^ secondary pc^utants sudi as toxic runoff and coal deposits. 
For exampfe, surface mining (mountaintop removal in particular) is severely disrupting the 
Appalachian/Blue Ridge Forests ecor^on—a globaUy outstanding area that has one of the most 
diverse assemblies of plants and animals found in any of the world's dedduous forests. ^^ In the 
West, some of the most sensitive habitat on the Colorado Plateau is threatened by coal mining, 
despite the aridity ofthe region and its distance to inaikets.The Plateau indudes the spectacular, 
wUdemess^iuaUty lands of Utah's Henry Mountains and the buffalo that inhabit them, and has been 
designated as one of five wUdemess conservation priorities by Conservation Intemational due to its 
high biodiversity and levels of endemism. *^ 

It is essential that we protect these irreplaceable natural spaces on r^onal , national, and global 
scales. Unfortunately, the existmg regulatory framework for the coal industry is inadequate: Mining 
is prohibited in only a limited number of places, and few ofthe protections are based on ecological 
prindples. ̂ ^̂  Either as a result of regulation or voluntarily, mining companies must embrace the 
concept of land protection as an mtegral part of their operational planning in order to ensure the 
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long-term viabiUty of critical ecosystems and the valuable services these systems provide locally, 
regionally and globally. 

Some critical ecosystems that must be protected mdude but are not Umited to: 1) designated 
protected areas such as Worid Heritage sites and Biosphere Reserves; 2) roadless areas and dtizen-
proposed wildemess areas; 3) sites containing significant aicheological, historical, and/or cultural 
values (e.g., sacred sites); 4) ecosystems that are uitact, rare, and contain h ^ spedes ridmess, 
endemism, and/or endangered or threatened spedes; and 5) areas that provide critical ecological 
services (e.g., watershed protection and erosion control)-

Reducing Damage From Coal Production in China 
In China, smaU mines account for one-third of the nation's total production of coal but contribute 
more than tv f̂l>tltirds of its death toU. '̂'̂ To hnprove its safety record, China has conducted many 
national campaigns to dose dangerous mines, which have resulted in 850 fewer coal miner deaths 
in 2006 than the almost 6,000 deaths reported in 2005.^^' Tb buUd on these successes, the central 
government has caUed for the suspension of more than 4,800 more coal mines, primarily smaU 
mines that cannot meet basic safety standards, by mid-2008. "^Yet many of these small coal ounes 
have either refused to ckise or reopened iU^iUy after the inspectors left, ̂ '̂  In addition, although 
China has some mine safety laws and r^ulations on the books, they are rarely enforced. It is often -
cheaper for mine owners to pay bribes to local officials than to upgrade safety equipment. 

China's efforts to end coUusion between government offidals and coal mine owners, another major 
reason for poor work safety standards in coal mines, have begun to show success. Due to pressure 
from the central government in 2005, more than 7,000 local government officials who had Glares in 
coal mines have withdrawn theh- share.China has taken additional steps to strengthen enforcement, 
including elevatii^ the State Administration of Work Safety to ministry levd and renamh^ it the 
(General Administration of Work Safety, punishing hundreds of officials for coal mining accidents, and 
drafting a new eneigy law ahned at hnprovlng mine safety. Yet much more aggressive enforcement 
measures are desperately needed. 

Independent oversight by China's courts could hdp, but workers injured in accidents involving 
more than three people cannot bring clahns through China's court system. Instead, they must seek 
redress administratively, making it even more difficult to obtain reasonable compensation.This dual 
system arose at a time when China's coal mines were aU state-owned, but it is no l o i ^ r appropriate 
now that most mines are under private ownership. 

Reducing Damage From Coal Use 
Dramatic reductions in power plant emissions pf criteria poUutants (poUutants subject to nationai 
air quaUty standards), toxic compounds, and heat-trapping gases are essentiaL Strat^es to 
simultaneously reduce all of these emissions fix)m coal-fired power plants would be among the most 
cost effective approaches to reducii^ environmental harms. Such reductions arc achievable with 
technology available today, both by reduchig reUance on coal and through advanced combustion 
systems that gasify coal and use tiie resulting synthesis gas in a highly effident combined cyde 
generator.This integrated gasification combined cyde (IGCQ system enables cost-dfcctive 
advanced pollution controls that can yidd extremely low criteria poUutant and mercury emission 
rates and faciUtates caibon dioxide capture and geologic disposal.These tedmologies wlU not be 
widely employed in dther the U.S. or China, however, without a sustained maricet driwr, viiiich 
requires vigorous enforcement of dean air standards, new limits on caibon cUoxide emissions, and 
market oriented mcentives to deploy carbon dioxide capture and disposal systems. 
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Sources: Existing emissions average comes from Benchnwrldng Air Emissions 2004; median new PC permits derived from the BPA^S RACT/BACT/ 
LAER Qearinghouse website at httpV/cfpubl .epa.gov/rt)lc/htm/bI02.cfm; new IGCC wi th CCD is based on permits issued for new IGCC plants, 
except for CO2. wNch is based on 85 percent emission reduction from CCD. 

Enforce Clean Air Standards at New and Existing Power Plants 
The single most important step toward reducing emission of criteria air pollutants from new coal-
fhed power plants in the United States is the appropriate interpretation and appUcation of the 
Clean Air Act's Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) permittii^ requirements.The PSD 
program requires preconstruction permits for any new fadUty Onduding power plants) located in 
dean air areas.These permits must contain emission limits—for, among other things, PM, NO ,̂ SO2, 
and VOCs—that reflect the Best AvaUable ControlTedmology (BACT).'5*The PSD program, and 
BACT in particular, are intended to ratchet emission limitations downward over time to ensure that 
the standards for new fadlities reflect appUcation of the best avaUable control technologies and 
emission reduction techniques. In areas that don't meet ah* quality standards, a new source review 
accomplishes much the same goal by requiring the lowest achievabfe emission rate (LAER). 

The EPA has recentiy sought to water down these requirements m several ways. For exan^le, the 
EPA has taken the position that requiring coal-fired power pkmts to consider the use of lower sulfur 
coal or to consider the emissions benefits of using int^rated gasification combined cyde as a part 
of its BACT or LAER analysis would constitute a "redefinition ofthe source" that the Clean Ah: Act 
does not require.This position is without merit, and it runs directly counter to both the language 
of the Aa itself and the rdevant legislative history.Thc EPA must interpret the Qean Air A£:t and 
apply the reqiurements of BACTT and LAER in a manner that compUes fully with the language and 
intent of the statute. By dohig so, the EPA would ensure that any new coalfired power plant would 
utilize the best emission control technofogy—currently I(>CC—and therefore have chamatically 
lower emissions of dangerous criteria pollutants, as weU as lower toxic emissions and the abiUty to 
capture and store CO2 as discussed bdow. 

The EPA is also continuhig Its long assault on the Clean Air Act's new source review (NSR) 
requirements for modifications at existing sources.The EPA has accomplished this in part by 
expanding the exemption for "routine maintenance" to Indude almost any changes at a &dlity, 
by Umiting NSR to situations where a modification at a facility results in an increase in emissions 
measured on an hourly (rather than annual) basis, and by interprcting the NSR provisions as not 
encompassing "debottienedting" activities (where the "modification" that increases emissions is 
made to ancillary equipment such as piping and not to a boUer unit itself). 

One key to eliminating the worst emitters is to dose down antiquated and poorly controlled coal 
plants (whose emissions can be many times higher than emissions finm new plants).Appropriate 
interprctation and rigorous enforcement of the NSR requirements would create an incentive for 
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the retirement of such old faciUtics, which have far outUved then- expected useful lives, and would 
require those faculties that did remahi to significantly improve theh: emissions performance. 

As mentioned previously, the EPA has also recentiy issued new ambient air qiudity standards 
for particulate matter. WhUe the PMjo provisions of the new PM NAAQS wiU have potentiaUy 
significant hnpUcations for coal mining emissions, the PM23 component of that rulemaking has 
significant unpUcations for the regulation of power plant emissions. By fidling to adopt the stringent 
PM2.S standards recommended by the EPA's own CfeanAir SdenceAdvisory Committee (CASAC)— 
ignoring the rdevant data on health effects—the EPA has walked away from its obligation to protea 
Americans from the profound health Unpacts assodated with these emissions, indudhig emissions 
from coal-fired power plants.The EPA must adopt a more stringent standard for PM2.5 than it has 
induded in its current NAAQS. 

FmaUy, whUe EPA has adopted the Clean Air Interstate Rute (CAIR), which establishes a cap-aiKi-
trade program for dectric utUities whose emissions contribute to poor air quaUty in nd^liborii^ 
states, this rule wiU not address the emissions from the worst-performii^ sources nor require new 
coal plants to use the best available emission control technologies. Indeed, under CAIR many old 
power plants wiU remain entirely uncontroUed. CAIR should be made more stringent and should 
not be used as a fi-ee pass to avoid appropriate regulation under other Clean Air Act programs, such 
as IVSR and the NAAQS. 

Enforee Clean Air Standards to Reduce Toxic Emissions 
The EPA must also abandon its effort to give coal-fired power plants a virtual free pass to emit 
toxic poUution.The Clean Ah* Act reqiured the EPA to study the hazardous pollutants emitted by 
power plants, report to Congress about their threats by November 1993, and determine whether 
to regulate utUities under the protective requirements appUcaUe to other toxic poUuters.The 
agency submitted its Report to Congress in February 1998, and then determined, in December 
2000, that the study supported the condusion that regulating power plants was both appropriate 
and necessary. In particular, the agency pointed to the widespread mercury contamination probfem, 
noted that U.S. anthropogenic emissions contribute s^nificantly to domestic mercury dei)osition, 
and esthnated that power plants were the largest U.S. source of hidustrial mercury emissions. "^The 
EPA conduded that "the available information hidicates that mercury emissions from [power |dants] 
comprise a substantial portion ofthe environmental loadii^ and are a threat to pubUc health and 
the environment." ^̂^ 

After the regulatory determination, the EPA conducted an extensive fiict-gathering and r€^;ulatory 
development process aimed at estabUshlng protective "maximum achievable control tedinok^y'* 
(MACT) standards for power plants, as the Act rcqmred. In late 2003. however, the agency abmptly 
reversed course and proposed three regulatory options: 1) a terribly weak MACT standard, which 
the EPA made dear was not its favored iq>proach; 2) a poUution trading scheme, in which the tevd 
of the cap would be equivalent to the nationwide emission reductions that a source-bysource 
MACT standard would achieve; and 3) retracting its December 2000 determination to control povrer 
plants under the most protective requirements of the Aa, and instead creathig a two-phase trading 
program usmg a much weaker legal authority. *'''• ̂ ^ Each of these options would have sq>pUed only 
to mercury from coal-fired power plants and nickd from oU-fired plants; EPA proposed to ignore aU 
otiier HAPs. »59 

The EPA's final rule reneged on its pledge to require MACT controls and instead put forward a 
poUution trading scheme that fails to meet the Qean Air Aa's requirements and fitlls short of its 
own weak promises: 
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• The EPA's poUution tradh^ rufe requires no mercuryspedfic poUution reductions untU 2018, 
despite the avaUabiUty of cost-effective controls and a MACT reqitirement to achieve roughly 
90 percent reductions (from approximately 48 tons to 5 tons annuaUy) by 2008. 

• Instead, the rule would aUow power phmts to emit as much as 38 tons per year untU 
2018—a mere 21 percent cut. Even this reduction is simply the inddental result of a separate 
regulation govemhig the rdease of other kmds of poUution. 

• VClth such a weak initial obUgation, companies are expeaed to reduce their emissions sUghtly 
more than requhed from 2010 to 2018.This wiU aUow them to build up a cache of pollution 
"credits."Then, when 2018 arrives, poUuters wiU cash hi their banked credits rather than 
reduce theu* emissions to the levd of the second cap (15 tons, or a 69 perc^t reduction). In 
faa, the EPA has conceded that power plants wiU not have cut theh* mercury emissions to 15 
tons even by 2025, and the agency does not know when emissions wUl feU to that levcL 

As noted, complying with the Clean Ah* Aa would ga far greater reductions, far sooner, in power 
plant mercury poUution. It also would require the EPA to set standards for toxhis other than 
mercury, such as cadmium and arsenic, and dramatically cut utilities' emis^ons of those poUuunts 
as weU. A responsible coal poUcy would honor the commitment the EPA made hi 2000 to require 
power plants to play by the same mles as other toxic poUuters and would require existing plants to 
adopt MA(T-levd controls within three years (new plants would need to mea protective standards 
upon construction). 

Strengthen and Enforce Clean Air Standards In China 
A significant source of ah* poUution is Cttina's use of relatively low-quaUty coal that is largely 
unwashed. ̂ ^ Very few power plants in China have instaUed flue gas desulfiirization (FGD) 
equipment because of its cost. ̂ ^̂  Similarly, although a number of plants have histaUed continuous 
emission monitoring systems, only a few of them are in operation because of thdr cost to operate 
and the ambiguous rofe of monitoring in China's environmental regulatory system. Many of the 
plants buUt before 1980 have rdativdy low smokestacks and are located near dries, contributing 
greatly to local air poUtition.̂ ^̂  Newer plants often rely on taU smokestacks to mea SO2 
concentration Umits, exacerbathig regional and transboundary poUution problems that are difficult 
to adchess under China's existing system of environmental regulation.'^ 

Since 1995, (̂ hlna has devdoped an integrated approach to the control of SO2 and add rain, 
induding the demarcation of SO2 enussion and add rain control zones, SO2 emission limits, plant 
dosurcs and relocations, Umitations on the mining of high sulfiir-coal, tedmology and monitoring 
requirements, and a variety of enforcement mechanisms and market-based instruments.'^ Many of 
these reforms are embodied In the 2000 Amendments to the Law on the Prevention and Control 
of Atmospheric PoUution.'̂  Enforcing this existing regulatory scheme could result in significant 
reductions in SO2 and other major poUutants. 

Yet these reforms, even if fiiUy hnplemented, are simply not suffident to keep power-sector 
emissions under control in Ught of China's skyrocketing power demand. In 2006 alone, China 
brought on line new generation capabiUty equal to almost double the enthre generation capadty 
of California.'̂  And rather than meetii^ its goal of redudi^ national SO2 emissions by 20 percent 
firom 2000 levels by 2005, China mstead hicreased sulfer emissions by 25 percent to 25.5 miUion 
tons m 2005.'*^ Redudng demand through market incentives, extensive energy effidency prc^rams, 
internalizhig the environmental costs of coal, applying modem poUution controls, and increased 
focus on renewable energy arc therefore essential. 
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Global Warming and Coal 
Carbon dioxide and most other heat-trapping gases stay in the atmosphere anywhere fix>m decades 
to hundreds of years once emitted, loddng us into centuries of environmental impacts fix^m the 
coal burned today. Recent observations of trends in global temperature, arctic sea ice extent, and 
mountain snowpack leave no reasonabfe doubt that global wanning is under way. Ocean data have 
confirmed that there is substantial additional warming''hi the pipeline" and unavoidable. With 
current coal (and oU) consumption trends, we are headed for a doubling of CO2 concentrations by 
midcentury if we don't redirect energy investments away from carbonbased fiiels and tovrard new, 
climate-friendly energy technologies. 

To avoid locking ourselves and future generations into a dangerously cUsrupted dimate, we must 
accelerate the progress already under way. and adopt poUdes now to turn the comer on emissions. 
Scientists are concemed that vre arc very near this threshold already. Many say we must k e ^ global 
temperatures from rising another 2 degrees Fahrenhdt to avoid risking severe environmental 
impacts. Global warming aUeady is causing more severe storms, heat waves, droughts, and the 
spread of malaria and other diseases.An additional 2-degree globai temperature increase could 
cause the extinction of many species, the death of coral reefe, and, eventuaUy, a 20-foot rise in sea 
levels because of the h*reversible meltiog of the (jreenland ice sheet.Tb have a reasomtble chance 
of Umiting global wamiing to less than 2 degrees, the concentration of heat-trappit^ gases in the 
atmosphere must be stabilized at a level no higher than the equivalent of 450 parts per miUion 
of C02.With CO2 concentrations now above 380 ppm and rising at a rate of 1.5 to 2.0 parts per 
miUion per year, we wiU pass the 450 ppm threshold within two or three decades unless we diange 
course soon. 

The United States, the worid's leading carbon dioxide emitter, must immediately en^rt a nationai 
program to Umit CO2 emissions and create the maiket incentives necessary to shift investmem 
into the least poUuting eneigy technologies on the scale and timetable that is needed-There is 
growing agreement among bushiess and poUcy experts that quantifiabfe and enforceable limits on 
global warming emissions are needed and inevitabfe.These limits can then be allocated in the form 
of enussion aUowances which can be traded between companies to ensure that the most cost-
effective reductions are made, as is currentiy the practice with sulfur emissions that cause acid rain. 
A number of such cap-and-trade proposals have been introduced in Congress, and many states are 
moving forward with their own programs in the absence of federal action. 

Targeted energy effidency and renewabfe energy policies are critical to achieving CO2 limits at the 
lowest possible cost, but they are no substitute for expUcit caps on emissions. Most important, we 
need to s a these caps now, because industry is already building and designing the povrer plants 
that the United States wUl rely on for the next 40 to 80 years. We need to rediica these investments 
to prevent them from loddng us into a substantial increase in U.S. and global emissions. 

Although Chma has ratified the Kyoto Protocol, as a devdoping (non-Aimex I) country it is not 
bound by restrictions on global warming poUution during the first commitment period (2008-
2012). But senior dimate experts in Chmz recognize that the country may face emission limits after 
2012 and needs to begin making preparations now.'^ Enacting limits on carbon dioxi^ emissions 
could help China meet its national goals of diversifying Its eneigy structure; ensuring a stable, 
economic, and clean energy supply; and increasing its energy effidency.'® 

In the meantin^, China is aaively involved in devdoping carbon emission-reduction projects 
under the Kyoto Protocors Qean Development Mechanism (CDM). Current CDM projects in 
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Chhia, hiduduig those awaiting approval from the CDM executive board, wiU result hi an estimated 
250 miUion tons of certified caibon emission reductions (CERs). '^Witiiin the next five years, China 
es^ccts to be hivolved in crarbon tiading of more than 200 miUion tons each year. "̂  These efforts, 
whife perhaps smaU in relation to total caibon emissions, have bc^un to convince many Chinese 
decision makers of the potential economic benefits of joining the emerging gfobal carix)n trading 
maricet. 

Capture and Safely Di^K>se of CO2 From Any New Plants 
It is technolc^ically feasible to avoid the constmction of new coal-fired power plants and meet CO2 
emission limits in the United States and Qiina through energy effidency, renewable energy, and 
natural-gas-fired combined heat and power systems. UtiUties should be required to use this order of 
preference in sdecting new resources, as they are hi California. Despite the best efforts of energy 
efficiency, renewable energy, and environmental advocates over the last 15 years, however, coalrfired 
etectricity gaieration hicreased by 24 percent between 1990 and 2004. '^ 

Increased recognition of the dangers of global warming and more robust advocacy certainly could 
increase the pace at which energy effidency and renewabfe energy technologies are deployed, but 
it seems very likely as a matter of political and practical reality that the United States, and certainly 
China, wiU for many years continue to rely heavily on coal for electricity generation given the s i^ 
ofthe resource, its low direa cost (excluding environmental extematities), and the poUtical power 
of coal hiterests. We must thereforc mclude emissions reduction within the coal industry as a part 
of any cUscussion of the future of coal.Tliis indudes acceferating the replacement of existii^ dirty 
coal-fired power plants with advanced technology units, rather than shnpty adding end-of-stack 
poUution control equipment to aging plants. 

The critical technology for coal in both countries is CO2 capture and geologic disposal. This is 
the only technology that wUl make contmued coal use compatibfe with protection ofthe climate. 
Marghial improvements hi coal plant efficiency wiU not deliver reductions on the scale needed to 
stabiUze concentrations at reasonable levels. 

The three requhed efements of a coal-based CO2 capture and disposal system (CDS) have all beoi 
demonstrated at commercial scafe in numerous projects around the worid. But tiiere is large potential 
for opthnizaticm of each demem, and thdr hite^:atioii, to bring down costs and improve effidency In 
addition, experience with large scale hijection of CO2 hito geologic formations is stiU Umited. 

The first step is processing coal to make a gas stream with high CO2 concentrations. Coal 
gasification is today's demonstrated method. Coal is reacted vrith oxygen under hi£(h pressure 
and tempeiatiue to produce synthesis gas consisting primarily of carix>n monoxide (CO) and 
hydrogen (Ji-̂ .A steam shift reaction can then be carried out to produce additional hydrogen and 
CO2 (H2O + CO->H2 -I- CO2). In contrast to conventional coal combustion using air, the result is a 
smaller gas stream with higher CO2 concentrations.This approach significantly reduces the cost and 
eneigy required to capture C02.The hydrogen can be used as a diemical feedstock or burned in a 
combined cyde (gas turbine plus steam tmblne) power plant to make dectridty. 

Coal gasification is In operation in dozens of installations around the worid, induding many fertilizer 
plants in China. A notable example in the United States is the Tennessee Eastman plant, which has 
been operating for more than 20 years using coal histead of natural gas to make chemicals and 
industrial feedstocks. It also achieves mercury reductions of more than 90 percent. 

The dectric power hidustry has been slow to take up gasification technology, but two commcrdal-
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scale units are operating hi the United States, hi Indiana and Florida.The Florida unit, owned by 
TECO, is reported by the company to be the most rcUable and economic unit on its 5ystem.Two 
U.S. coal-based power companies,AEP and Oncrgy^ have announced thdr hitention to buUd coal 
gasification units.And several of China's largest power companies, indudii^ the China Huaneng 
Group, announced hi December 2005 that they have s a up a new company in order to build 
(China's first coal gasification power plant, complete with the technology to capture and store 
carbon.*^^ In addition to enabling lowermost CO2 capture, gasification technology has very low 
emissions of most conventional poUutants and can achieve high levels of mercury control with 
low-cost carbon-bed systems. 

Mahods for capturing CO2 from hidustrial gas streams have been in use for decades. In the United 
States, for example, they are used to separate CO2 from "sour gas" at natural gas processmg plants 
and are even hi use at a few coal-fired power plants to produce CO2 for sale to the food and 
beverage industries. In North Dakota, the Great Plains (jasification Plant, a legacy of the 1970s 
synfoels program, now captures CO2 and ships it by pipeline to an oU fidd hi Saskatdiewan, viiiere 
it is injected to produce additional oU. In Wyoming, a large gas processing plant captures CO2 for 
sale to oU field operators hi that state and in Colorado. SmaUer plants hi Texas do the san^ thing to 
serve oU fidds in the Permian Basin. 

Once captured, the CO2 must be disposed of.The most viable approach currently is to transport 
the CO2 by pipdine and hijea it hito deep geologic formations that are capabfe of permanently 
retaiiung it. Geologic hijection of CO2 has been under way in the United States for a coupfe of 
decades as a method for producing additional oil from dedining fields.Tbday, oU companies hijea 
about 35 miUion tons annuaUy into fields inl^Exas's Permian Basin,Wyoming, Colorado, and other 
states. Because industrial sources can emit CO2 without penalty under current U.S. poUcy,most 
of the hijcaed CO2 is suppUed from natural CO2 reservoirs, rather than captured from emission 
sources. Ironically, due to the lack of emis^on limits and the limited number of natural CO2 fidds, a 
CO2 supply shortage is currentiy constraining enhanced oU recovery firom existh^ fidds.There is, of 
course, a massive supply of CO2 from power plants and other sources that would become availabte 
to supply this market, but that wiU not happen as long as CO2 can be emitted at no cost. 

Such enhanced oU recovery (EOR) operations are regulated to prevent rdeases that might endanger 
pubUc health or safety, but they are not monitored with any tediniques that would be capable of 
deteaing smaUer leak rates. SmaU leak rates might pose no risk to the local surroundings but over 
time could undercut the effectiveness of geologic storage as a CO2 control technique. EspedaUy in 
EOR operations, the most Ukely pathways for leakage would be through existing wells penetratii^ 
the injection zone. Much ofthe injeaed COa is also brought back to the surface with the oil 
produced by this technlque.That CO2 is typically reinjected to recover adctitional oU,but vtiien oU 
operations are compfeted it may be necessary to injea the CO2 hito a deeper geologic formation to 
ensure permanent storage. 

In addition to these EOR operations, CO2 is b d t ^ injected in large amounts in several other projects 
around the world. The oldest of these involves injection of about 1 million tons per year of CO2 
fi'om a natural gas platform into a geologic formation beneath the seabed off the coast of Norway. 
The company cfedcfed to inject the CO2 rather than vent it to avoid paying an emission charge 
adopted by the Norwegian government—a dear example of the abitity of emission polides to 
produce the deployment of this technology.The Norwegian operation is intensively monitored and 
the results from more than six years of operation indlcrate the (X>2 is not migrating hi a manner that 
would create a risk of leakage. Other large-scale, carefuUy monitored operations are under way at 
the Weybum oU field in Saskatchewan and the In Salah natural gas fidd in Algeria. 
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The first projea to combine all of these demente—gasification technol<^y, carbon capture and 
storage, and enhanced oU recovery—^was aimounced in February 2006 by British Petroleum and 
Edison Mission (koup.The project, which is slated to be near Long Beach, CaUfomia, wiU use 
petroleum coke, a byprodua from a local refinery, in a gasification combhied-cyde powo* plant 
deseed to generate 500 MW of power and capture more than 90 percent of the CO2 produced hi 
the process.The c:aptured carbon dioxide wiU be piped to a neaiby oU fidd and injected hito the 
ground to enhance oU recovery. 

WhUe additional experience with large-scale injection in various geolt^c formations is needed, we 
know enough to expand these activities substantiaUy under careful procedures for site selection, 
pipeline siting and safety, operating requirements, and monitoring programs.Hie imperative of 
avoiding further carbon lock-in due to construction of conventional coal-fired power plants and 
the capabilities of CO2 capture and storage technologies today warrant poUdes in both the Unfted 
States and C3iina to deploy these methods at new coal plants without further delay. 

Replace Oil With Low-Carbon Fuels 
High oU and natural gas prices and the security risks posed by dependence on imported oU have 
led both the United States and China to esq r̂ess strong interest in producing Uquid fiiels fiiom coal. 

Coal Procurement Guidelines 

Stricter environmental requirements need to be applied to coal production nationwide. Meanwhile, 
power companies can help reduce the upstream impaa of coal production by Insisting that their coal 
suppliers adhere to stria environmental guidelines. 

To qualify under the proposed low emissions coal generation obligation, a power plant would have to 
obtain all of its coal from sources that adhere to these guidelines as well as meet stria emission rate 
requirements for carbon dioxide and other pollutants. 

Detailed procurement guidelines need to be developed, but qualifying coal must, at a minimum, be 
obtained from sources that: 

• Comply with all local, state, and federal health, safety, and environmental 
regulations and guidelines; 

• Do not include operations where mountain top removal and valley fills have occurred; 

• Employ effective and ecologically appropriate land reclamation; 

• Protect aquifers and surface waters; 

• Protect ecologically significant and unique areas and wildlife; 

• Avoid coal mine methane emissions; 

• Protea coal field communities from struaural damage or water contamination caused 
by mining aaivities; 

• Avoid vulnerable sludge impoundments; 

• Mitigate social and economic impacts of boonri-bust development; and 

• Ensure that the public obtains a fair return for its resources under the federal coal 
leasing program. 
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Coal-based Uquid fuels, however, pose thehr own dangers: the greatly exacerbated environmental 
impaas of coal production and global wanning poUution. 

To avoid catastrophic global warmhig. the United States and other nations viiU need to depkiy 
energy resources that result in much lower rdeases of CO2 than today's use of oil, gas, and coal.The 
technologies we s d e a to replace conventional transportation fuels must lead to greatly reduced 
CO2 emissions.With the technology hi hand today and on the horizon, it is difficult to see how a 
large Uquid coal program can be compatible with the low-C02*^mitting transportation system tiiat 
must be designed if we are to prevent dangerous global wanning. 

The Damage of Uquid Coal 
To assess the global warming impUcations of a laige Uquid coal prc^iram, we need to examine the 
total life cyde or "wdko-wheels" emissions of these new fuels. When coal is converted to Uquid 
fiiels, two streams of CO2 are produced: one at the Uquid coal production plant and the second fix)m 
the exhausts of the vehides that bum the fud. 

Today our system of refining crude oU to produce gasoline, diesd, jet fud and other transportation 
fiiels results in a total "weU to wheels" emis^on rate of about 25 pounds of CO2 per gaUon of fiicL 
Based on available information about Uquid coal plants behig proposed, the total weU to wheels 
CO2 emissions from sudi plants would be about 50 poimds of CO2 per gaUon, roi^lily tn^ce 
as much as using cmcfe oU, assuming that the CO2 fi'om the Uquid coal plant is released to the 
atmosphere. "* Obviously,introducing a new fuel system with doubfe the CO2 emissions of today's 
c:rude oU system wodd conflia with the need to reduce global warming emissions. If the CO2 ftom 
Uquid coal plants is captured, then CX)2 emissions would be reduced but here one confronts the 
unavoidable &ct that the Uquid iiid fixnn coal contains the same amount of carbon as gasoline or 
cUesel made from crude.The result is that the weU-to-wheds emis^ons would stUl be l]dgher than 
emissions fiom today's crude oU system. '^ 

Therefore, usmg coal to make Uquid fuel for transportation needs flatty conflicts with our need to 
reduce global warming poUution. Creating a Uquid coal industry would make much more difficult 

The Potential of Enhanced Oi! Recovery 

There is great potential to produce additional oil from already developed fields using carbon dioxide 
captured from coal-fired power plants. When CO2 is injeaed at high pressure into mature oil fields 
under the right conditions it increases reservoir pressure and the oil's mobility, promoting enhanced 
oil recovery (EOR). Standard primary and secondary produaion without CO2-EOR recovers only about 
one-third of the original oil in typical reservoirs. Current state-of-the-art EOR techniques generally 
allow an additional 10 percent of the original oil in place to be recovered. 

The U.S. Department of Energy has estimated that if EOR were widely available for CO2. current 
techniques could recover more than 60 billion ban̂ els of oil from domestic fields in the lower 48 
states.̂ *̂ ^ Advanced techniques have the potential to double the fraaion of the original oil in place 
that could be recovered using CO2-EOR to more than 120 billion barrels, or more than 18 times 
the amount of oil that is estimated to be economically recoverable from the Araic National Wildlife 
Refuge, at a cost of $40 per barrel or less.'*^ If power plant, pipeline, and power-line siting issues 
are properly acfclressed, capturing CO2 from c«3al-fired power plarits could therefore not only reduce 
global warming pollution, but also significantly contribute to meeting America's energy needs without 
sacrificing our few remaining wild places to oil exploration and development. 
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the task of achieving any given levd of global wamung emission reduction. Proceeding with Uquid 
coal plants now could leave those investments stranded or impose unnecessarily high abatement 
costs on the economy if the plants continue to operate. 

Establish a Low-Emissions Coal Generation Obligation 
Given the dual need to avoid buildup new conventional coal-fired power plants and to rapidly 
expand the marka for low-emissions dectridty-generating technology, NRDC supports the 
devdopment of a low-emissions obUgation for coal genoation, which would require U.S. and 
Chinese dectridty suppUers to generate a growing portion of thdr coal-fired dectricity ushig plants 
that capture and permanently dispose of their C02'Ttiis approach spreads the costs of deploying 
carbon capture and disposal technology across the entire flea of coal-fired power plants, rather 
than concentrating these costs only on devdopers of new units. 

The standard should be phased in at a rate correspondhig to the expected constmction of new coal 
plants plus the gradual replacement of existing obsolete plants over thne.To qualify, plants would 
have to obtain thdr coal from sources that comply with strict environmental guidelines (see box) 
and would need to have a CO2 emission rate less than 250 pounds/MWh (which represents an 85 
percent to 90 percent reduction compared with a conventional coal plant) as weU as stateK)f-the-ait 
emissions performance for other poUutants. Implementation of the low-emissions coal generation 
obligation would indude a credit trading program, whidi would aUow suppliers that exceed theh* 
minimum requirements to bank thehr extra credits or seU them to suppUers who come up short. 
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Conclusion 

T he current coal fuel cycle is among the nnost destructive 
activities on earth, placing an unacceptable burden on public 
health and the environment. There is no such thing as "clean 

coal." Our highest priorities must be to avoid increased reliance 
on coal and to accelerate the transition to an energy future based 
on efficient use of renewable resources. Energy efficiency and 
renewable energy resources are technically capable of meeting the 
demands for energy services in countries that rely on coal, including . 
the world's two largest coal consumers—the United States and 
China. 

However, more than 500 conventional coal-fired power plants are expeaed in (^hina in the next 
eight years alone, and more than 100 are under devdopment in the United States. BuUding these 
plants as planned would perpetuate emissions of harmful pollutants and foredose the possibOity of 
preventing dangerous global warming. 

Because it is very likely that significant coal use wiU conthiue during the transition to renewables, 
it is important that we also take the necessary steps to minimize the destmctive effects of coal use. 
That requires the U.S. and China to take steps now to end destmctive mining practices and to apply 
state of the art poUution controls, hiduding CO2 control systems, to sources that use coaL 
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Conservation Resources 
OVERVIEW 
This chapter provides an overview ofthe procedures and major assumptions used to derive the 
Council's estimates of conservation resources avmlable in both the public and private utility 
service territories across the region. It describes the cost and availability and other key 
characteristics ofthe conservation potential. It also describes the Council's policy on conversion 
ftom electricity to natural gas as an electric efficiency measure. 

In the Council's power plan, conservation is defined as the more efficient use of electricity. This 
means that less electricity is used to produce a given service at a given amenity level. 
Conservation resources are measiu*es diat ensure the efficient use of electricity for new and 
existing residential buildings, household appliances, new and existing commercial buildings, 
commercial-sector appliances, commercial infrastructure and industrial and irrigation processes. 
For example, buildings in which heat loss is reduced through insulating and air tightening require 
less electricity for heating. These conservation efficiencies mean that less electricity needs to be 
generated, saving operating costs and uhimately requiring less new power plant construction. 
Conservation also includes measures to reduce electrical losses in the region's generation, 
transmission and distribution system. 

Conservation has been a central ingredient in the resource portfolios of previous plans for 
meeting future electrical energy needs. Each kilowatt-hour of electricity conserved means that 
one less kilowatt-hour needs to be generated. But conservation resources carry costs and risks, 
as do generation and demand response resources available to the region for development. The 
Council's uses a portfolio model to determine what resources to develop on what schedule in 
order to minimize power system costs and risks. (See Chapters 6 and 7 for a discussion ofthe 
portfolio analysis) Each ofthe resources considered by the portfolio model, including 
conservation, cany unique physical and financial characteristics that determine its value and risk 
to the system. The amounts of cost-effective conservation identified in this chqjter are not 
presented as targets, but rather a summary of conservation resource characteristics. How much 
of this conservation resource to develop, at what pace, and under which development decision 
criteria is determined in the portfolio analysis. In tiie portfolio analysis, the costs and risks of 
developing conservation are evaluated relative to other resource alternatives considered in this 
plan. That analysis, presented in Chapter 7, leads to action plan targets for conservation 
acquisition. 

In order for the portfolio model to identify how much conservation is appropriate to develop, the 
Council first estimates the amount, cost, and availability of conservation. The cost, amount and 
characteristics ofthe supply of conservation resources available to the region are described and 
reported in this chapter under specific medium-case assumptions. The ^nount of conservation 
available to develop depends on future growth pattems, economic cycles, and succ^s of 
conservation programs, timing of codes and standards, power prices and a host of other factors. 
For example, more conservation would be available if tiie region grows at a faster pace than the 
medium-demand forecast. Less ifthe regions grows more slowly. Similarly, more would be 
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cost-effective than reported m this chapter, if power prices are higher than the medium for^ast 
used as a proxy for cost-effectiveness in this chapter. 

This draft plan identifies over 4,600 average megawatts of technically available conservation 
potential in the medium-demand forecast by the end ofthe forecast period. About half of the 
potential is from lost-opportunity measures, which must be capUired at the time new buildings 
are built or new appliances and equipment is purchased. The other half is di^»:€tionary witii 
regard to timing. Discretionaiy conservation can be deployed any time within practical linuts. 

But not all of those 4,600 average megawatts of conservation potential are practicably adiievable 
or economic to deploy. The Council's conservation resource assessment takes into accoimt both 
the fraction of technical potential estimated to be ultimately achievable and the fiaction 
estimated to be cost-effective imder mediiun case assumptions. 

The technically available conservation potential identified by the Council is reduced to reflect 
that a fraction of measures that can never be practicably achieved, even ifthe measures are free 
and cost-effective. Some customers will not adopt some measures, some equipment will n<̂  be 
replaced with more efficient equipment for a variety of reasons, and some new buildings and 
equipment will not meet oiergy codes and standards. To accoimt for this, the Council estimates 
the faction ofthe conservation potential is practicably achievable over the course ofthe twenty-
year plan period and the pace at which the conservation programs can be accelerated or codes 
and standards adopted. The Council believes that program p^etration can reach SS percent 
over twenty years. But, early-year penetration rates for new programs will be lower because it 
takes time to ramp up programs. Specific ramp-up constraints, and year-to-year acceleration 
limits used in the portfolio analysis are described in Chapter 7. For the purpose of illush^ating 
conservation potential in this ch^ter, the Council assumes 85 percent or 3,900 avo-age 
megawatts, ofthe estimated 4,600 average megawatts of cost-effective conservation is 
achievable over the course ofthe twenty-year planning period. 

Some ofthe conservation identified in the CounciPs resource assessment is relatively expensive. 
The portion ofthe 3,900 average megawatts of achievable conservation potential that will be 
cost-effective to develop depends on how future market prices unfold, how valuable the 
conservation resource is compared to other resources and the relative risk of conservation 
compared to other resources. The Council's portfolio analysis is used to determine best 
conservation development strategies givai tiie uncertainties the regi<m faces. But, for illustrative 
purposes in this chapter the Council reports amounts estimated to be cost-effective based on a 
medium-case forecast of power market prices at the Mid-Columbia trading hub for every hour 
over the next twenty years. Usingthisestimateoffiiture wholesale electricity prices, about • 
2,800 average megawatts ofthe 3,900 achievable megawatts would be cost-effective. 

These estimates for the fraction achievable and fraction that would be cost effective produce a 
single point estimate of 2,800 average megawatts of cost-effective and achievable conservation 
available to the region by 2025. This achievable and likely cost-effective conservation potential 
is available at an average levelized cost of about 2.4 cents per kilowatt-hour.^ This is equivalent 

' The energy savings potrattal and average cost estunates in this chapter include administrative costs and 
adjustments for transmission and distribution line losses. Levelized cost calculations are perfonned in constant 
(2000$) using a discount rate of 4 percent over a finandng period of 15 years. 
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to the capability of more than eight new 400 megawatts coal-fired power plants at about two- ^ ^ 
thirds of Ihe cost.̂  

Table 3-1, and Figure 3-1 ̂ ow the distribution and estimated benefit cost ratios of tiie region's 
achievable and cost-effective conservation potential by major end-use and sector under tiie 
Council's medium forecasts of load growth^ power and fiiel prices, hydro conditions and 
resource development Figure 3-2 shows Ihe conservation supply curve by sector for all 
conservation identified in tiiis assessment. Costs reported are tiie levelized costs ofthe 
conservation measures and expected program costs in (2000$).̂  Reported savings include 
reduced line losses. 

^ Based on a 400 megawatts coal-fired power plant seeing service in 2009. Under average conditions, such a plant 
would operate at an average capacity of 326 megawatts with a levelized cost of $36.68 per megawatt hour (year 
$2,000). 
^ These costs are not total resource costs. They do not include the value of deferred transmission or distribution 
system savings, quantifiable non-energy benefits, or operational and maintenance savings attributable to 
conservation measures. Total resource cost includes the net costs of conservation resources. The Council uses total 
resource costs, which are measure and program costs net of associated benefits when evahiating Ihe relative costs of 
conservation and generating options to assure the Mr comparison of conservation and generating resources. 
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Table 3-1: Achievable and Cost-Effective Conservation Potential 

Sector and End-Use 

Commercial New & Replacement Lighting 
Agriculture - Irrigation 
New & Replacement AC/DC Power Converters 
Residential Clothes Washers 
Residential Dishwashers 
Commercial New & ReplacemenI Infrastructure* 
Residential Compact Fluorescent Lights 
Residential Wato" Heaters 
Commercial Retrofit Lighting 
Residential Refrigerators 
Commercial Retrofit Equipment' 
Residential HVAC System Conversions 
Commercial New & Replacement Shell 
Industrial Non-Aluminum 
Residential New Space Conditioning - Shell 
Residential Existing Space Conditioning - Shell 
Residential HVAC System Commissioning 
Commercial Retrofit Infrastructure® 
Commercial New & Replacement Equipment' 
Commerciai New & Replacement HVAC 
Commercial Retrofit HVAC 
Commercial Retrofit Shell 
Residential HVAC System Efficiency Upgrades 
Residential Heat Pump Water Heaters 
Residential Hot Water Heat Recovery 
Total 

Cost-Elfectnre 
Savings Pot<»itial 
(MWa in m s f 

245 
80 
156 
135 
10 
11 

535 
80 
114 
5 

109 
70 
13 

350 
40 
95 
20 
105 
84 
148 
117 
9 
65 
195 
25 

2^14 

Average 
LeveliasedCost 
(Ceots/kWh)^ 

1.2 
1.6 
1.5 
5.2 
1.6 
1.4 
1.7 
2.2 
1.8 
2.1 
3.4 
4.3 
1.6 
1.7 
2.5 
2.6 
3.1 
2.2 
2.2 
3.0 
3.4 
2.9 
2.9 
A3 
4.4 
2.4 

Benefit/Cost 
Ratio'' 

9.1 
3.2 
2.7 
2.6 
Z6 
2.4 
23 
2 3 
2.2 
2.2 
2.1 
2.1 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.9 
1.9 
1.8 
1.8 
1.5 
13 
13 
U 
1.1 
1.1 
2,7 

^ This is Che total amount of conservation estimated to be cost-effective and achiev^le, given sufEicirait economic 
and political resources, over a 20-year poiod under the medium forecast of loads, friel prices, water conditions, and 
resource development, 
^ These levelized costs do not include the 10-percent credit given to conservation in the Northwest Power Act. 
^ These "benefit-to-cost" (B/C) ratios are derived by dividing the ]H^ent value benefits of eadi measure's energy, 
capacity, transmission and distribution and non-energy cost savings by the incremental present value cost (including 
program administration) of installing the measure. 

Measure occurs in residential, commercial and industrial sectors. 
^ Commercial infrastructure includes sew^e treatment, municipal water supply, LED traffic lights, and LEO edt 
signs. 
^ Commercial equipment includes refrigeration equipment and controls, computer and ofHce equipment controls and 
laboratory frrnie hoods. 
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Achievable and a)st EffiMthfO Conservation Potential - NIecfium Forecast 

Figure 3-1: Achievable and Cost-EfTective Conservation Potential 

Achievable Consenraitlon in 2025 by Sector and Levelized Cost 
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Figure 3-2: Achievable Conservation in 2025 by Sector and Levelized Cost 
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TWO DECADES OF CONSERVATION PROGRESS 
Since the adoption ofthe Councils first power plan in 1983 the region has made significant 
progress in acquiring conservation. The Council's fu-st power plan stated that the acquisition of 
cost-effective conservation should be used to reduce year 2002 loads by 5 to 17 percent 
depending upon the rate of economic growth experienced in the region. The plan called upoxt 
Bonneville and region's utilities to develop and implement a wide array of conservation 
programs. The plan also called upon the state and local govemments to adopt more energy 
efficient building codes. It called upon the federal government to adopt national energy 
efficiency standards for appliances and to upgrade its existing effici^cy standards for new 
manufactured homes. 

In response to the Council's first power plan, the Bonneville Power Admmistration and the 
region's utilities initiated conservation programs across all economic sectors. Betwe^ 1980 and 
2002, these programs acquired over an estimated 1,425 average megawatts of electricity savings. 
Since its formation in 1996, Bonneville and the region's utilities have sponsored the mark^ 
transformation initiatives ofthe Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance. Alliance programs have 
contributed another 110 average megawatts of savings, increasing the 1980-2002 regional total 
to 1,535 average megawatts. The average levelized cost of these savings to the region's power 
system was approximately 2.1 cents per kilowatt-hour (2000$), or approximately 60 percent of 
the expected cost of electricity from new generating resources. However, the region did not 
capture all the conservation identified m that first power plan. Nor has it cs^tured all the cost-
effective conservation identified in subsequent plans. 

While progress toward adoption of more cner©'-efficient energy codes has proceeded at a slower 
pax̂ e, all ofthe Northwest states have now adopted energy codes that require iww residential and 
commercial buildings and those buildings that undergo major renovations or remodeling to be 
constructed with significantiy more efficiency measures. By 2002 buildings constructed to these 
codes were saving an estimated 475 average megawatts of electricity. The region will continue 
to accrue additional savings as future buildings are constructed in accordance with these codes. 

At the federal level, new standards for residential water heaters and appliances such as 
refrigerators, freezers and clothes washers were first adopted in 1987. In 1992 Congress enacted 
federal standards for additional appliances, electric motors, certain commercial heating, 
ventilating, air conditioning equipment and lighting equipment. After much debate, in 1994 the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) revised its federally pre-anptive energy 
efficiency standards for new manufactured homes for the first time in 20 years. Taken together 
these federal efficiency standards saved an estimated 450 average megawatts of electricity in 
2002. 

Figure 3-3 shows that cumulative conservation savings from Bonneville and utility programs, as 
wel] as state codes and federal standanls from 1980 through 2002 total about 2,500 average 
megawatts. By 2002 the 2,500 average megawatts of conservation resources developed in the 
region were meeting between 10-12 percent of Northwest electric energy service needs. To 
place tiiis in perspective, this is more electricity than was consumed in the entire state of Idaho 
during 2002. 
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Regional Conservation Savings 
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Figure 3-3: Regional Conservation Savings 1980 - 2002 

MAJOR CHANGES IN CONSERVATION RESOURCE ESTIMATES 
The Fourth Power Plan's conservation estimates were prepared in 1995. This new estimate of 
energy conservation potential takes into account significant changes that took place in the 
intervening years. These include: 1) conservation acquired since the Fourtii Power Plan; 2) 
changes in avoided costs; 3) technology improvements; and 4) changes in baseline characteristics 
forecasts. Each of these changes is discussed in the following sections. 

Conservation Acquisition Since the Adoption ofthe Fourth Power Plan 
Since 1995 utility conservation programs, including regional market transformation activities, 
changes in federal and state codes and standards, have captured some ofthe cost-effective 
conservation potential identified for development in that plan.'° Bonneville and utility programs 
acquired approximately 620 average megawatts of conservation resources between 1996 and 
2002. In addition, the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance and its regional utility partners are 
increasing the market share of a wide array of higher-efficiency appliances, building practices, 
residential lighting and other measures. Figure 3-4 shows that by the year 2025 the Council 
estimates approximately 170 average megawatts of conservation will be captured by these 
existing market transformation efforts. 

'^ Market transformation means efforts to improve the market viability and availability of specific conservation 
equipment or services so that they can achieve high levels of market penetration whh little or no utility inc^tives. 
Because tiiese markets typically cut across multiple utility service territories, market transformation efforts in the 
Northwest have been developed in conjunction with the region's utilities through ^ e Nwthwest Energy Efficiency 
Alliance (NEEA). 
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2007 IRP KEY MESSAGES 

• 

• Resource deficits start in 2014 with loads exceeding 
resource capability by 49 MW. Deficits are driven by 
electricity sales growth averag^ 2.3 percent over the 
next decade, 

• The 2007 Preferred Resource Strategy (PRS) difiers 
substantially from the 2005 PRS in three main areas: 
the removal of coal as a resource, the challenge of 
acquiring renewables and the need for natural gas-fired 
plants. 

• The PRS includes 350 MW of natural gas-fired plants, 
300 MW of wind, 87 MW of conservation, 38 MW of 
hydro plant upgrades and 34 MW of other renewables 
by 2017. 

• The coal-fired generation forecast in previous plans is 
replaced entirely with natural gas-fired resources. 

• Conservation acquisition is 25 percent higher 
than in the 2005 plan and 85 percent higher than 
the 2003 IRP. The company is implementing an 
enterprise-wide consenration and energy efficiency 
initiative called the "Heritage Project." It builds on 
the company's long-time commitment to energy 
conservation and efficiency, introducing new products 
and services to increase customers' energy saving?. 

• Fewer renewables meet our planned requirements due 
to tightening market conditions; renewables legislation 
in Washington and Oregon has artificially increased 
and accelerated the demand for these resources and 
therefore increased their costs. For example, wind 
generation costs have increased more than 50 percent 
since the 2005 IRP. 

• Avista supports national climate change legislation 
and is actively participating to ensure cost-effective 
solutions for our customers. 

• Avista has one ofthe smallest carbon footprints in 
the U.S. because of its renewable energy resources. 
Accordit^ to a Natural Resources Defense Council 
study, only seven other major utilities have a smaller 
footprint. 

• Avista's high percentage of existing renewable hydro 
resources, combined with a lack of avaibble cost-
effective renewable resource options, means we must 
continue to acquire carbon-emitting generation to 
meet future load growth. This increases our tx}tal 
carbon footprint, but our emissions per MWh of 
generation fall over time. 

• The enactment of new laws imposing emission 
performance standards on fossil fiieled generation 
resources acquired by electric utiUties in Washington. 
Oregon and California narrows our cost-^ective 
options, at least in the short term, to natural gas-fired 
generation. 

• The PRS strikes a reasonable balance between keeping 
average costs and variation in year-to-year costs low. 

• Fixir^ gas prices does not lower absolute cost, but it 
does limit price volatility. 

• The power purchase contract for the Lancaster 
Generating Plant, previously held by Avista Energy 
and transferred to Coral Energy in 2007, will be 
available to Avista beginning in 2010. This will provide 
approximately 275 MW of natural gas-fired generation 
and will be a good resource to serve customer load. 

• Action items being developed for the 2009 IRP 
include renewable energy and emissions, enhancements 
to modeling systems, transmission modeling and 
research, and conservation. 

• The 2007 IRP vras substantially complete when the 
company announced the availability ofthe I-ancaster 
gas-fired plant to the uriKty. The Preferred Resource 
Strategy, as detailed above, includes 350 MW of 
natural gas-fired generation over its first 10 years. The 
Lancaster plant is assumed to replace a significant 
portion of this component. As the IRP was not 
re-run due to the Lancaster addition, in some places 
within the 2007 IRP our resource deficiencies and 
tabulations are shown with and without the Lancaster 
plant. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Bull River Valley. Montana 

Avista's 2007 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) will guide 

utility resoiu-ce acquisitions over the next two years 

and beyond. Besides providing a snapshot of its current 

resources and loads, the IRP shows where our resource 

portfolio is heading through the Preferred Resource 

Strategy (PRS). The PRS is nude up of renewable 

resources, conservation, efficiency upgrades at existing 

facilities and new gas-fired generation. The most 

significant ciiange fiam the 2005 IRP is the exclusion 

of coal-fired generation due to changing economics 

and recent legislation effectively barring its use. 

Conservation acquisition is forecast to rise approximately 

25 percent over the 2005 IRP level and by more than 85 

percent fix)m die 2003 IRP. 

The IRP balances low cost, reliable service and 

reasonable future rate volatility. Avista's management and 

stakeholders from the Technical Advisory Committee 

(TAG) play a key role in directing the IRP process. 

TAG members include customers, Commission Staff, 

consmner advocates, academics, utility peers, govermuent 

agencies and interested internal parties. The TAC 

provides significant input on modeling, planning 

assumptions and the general direction ofthe planning 

process. 

RESOURCE NEEDS' 

Plant upgrades and conservation acquisition are 

inadequate to meet all fiiture load growth. Aimual 

energy deficits begin in 2011, with loads exceedir^ 

resource capabilities by 83 aMW. Energy deficits rise 

to 272 aMW in 2017 and to 513 aMW in 2027. The 

company will be short 146 MW of capacity in 2011. In 

2017 and 2027, capacity deficits rise to 30.0 M W and 

835 M W respectively. Table 1 presents the company's net 

position forecast during the first 10 years ofthe study. 

Increasing deficits are a result of 2.3 percent e n e i ^ 

and capacity load growth through 2017. Expirations of 

certain long-term contracts also add to the deficiencies. 

Figiues 1 and 2 provide graphical presentations of Avista^ 

load and resource balances. The annual forecasted load 

is the summation of our peak forecast plus planning and 

operating reserve obligations. 

Table 1: Net Position Forecast 
Net Position 

Energy (aMW) 
Capacity (MW) 

2Q08 
121 
148 

2009 
79 
94 

2010 
33 
5 

2011 
-83 

-146 

2012 
-170 
-261 

2015 
-228 
-357 

2017 
-272 
-300 

' Energy and Capacicy positions exclude the acquisition of Lancaster. The impact of Lancaster on the company^ LScR. position is detailed 
later in this chapter. 

Avista Corp 2007 Oectric IRP 
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Figure 1: Load Resource Balance—Capacity (MW) 

Figure 2: Load Resource Balance—Energy (aMW) 

MODELING AND RESULTS 
The company used a multi-step approach to develop 

its Preferred Resource Strategy. The process began 

by identifying potential new resources to serve future 

demand across the Western United States. A Western 

tnterconnect-wide study was performed to understand 

the impact of regional markets. We believe that the 

additional efforts to develop this study were necessary 

given the significant impact other regions can have on 

the Northwest electricity marketplace. Existing resources 

were combined with the present transmission grid to 

simulate houriy operations fix)m 2008 through 2027. 

Cost-effective new resources and transmission were 

added to meet growing loads. Monte Carlo-style analysis 

varied hydro, wind, load and gas price data over 300 

iterations of potential fiiture conditions. The simulation 

results were used to estimate the Mid-Columbia-

electricity market. The iterations collectively formed the 

Base Case. 

Estimated market prices were used to analyze potential 

conservation initiatives and available supply-side 

resources to meet forecasted company requirements. 

Each new resource option was valued against the Mid-

2007 Electrfc IRP Avista Cwp 
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Columbia market to identify the future value of each 

asset to the company, as well as its inherent risk (e.g., 

year-to-year volatility). Future market values and risk 

were compared with the capital and fixed operation 

and maintenance (O&M) costs that would be incurred. 

Avista's Preferred Resource Strategy Linear Prograrmning 

Model (PRiSM) assisted in selecting the PRS. Its 

selection was based on forecasted energy and capadty 

needs, resource values and limiting power supply expense 

variability. 

Futures and scenarios test the PRS under alternative 

conditions beyond the Base Case and illustrate how 

certain resource mixes perform in alternative market 

conditions. Futures are stochastic smdies using a Monte 

Qirlo approach to quantitatively assess risk around an 

expected mean outcome.^ This time-intensive and 

multi-variable approach is the most robust method used 

for risk assessment. Four futures were modeled for the 

2007 IRP: Base Case,Volarile Gas, Unconstrained Garbon 

and a High Carbon Charges. 

A scenario is a detenninistic study that changes a 

significant underlying assumption to assess the impact 

of that change. Scenario results are easier to understand 

and require less analytical effort than fixtures, but they do 

not quantitatively assess the variability or risk around the 

expected outcome. Seven scenarios were modeled fbr 

the 2007 IRP, including hig^ and low natural gas prices, 

varying regional load growth and a scenario in which the 

Western Intercormect shifted all passenger autoinobiles to 

electricity instead of petroleum fuel. 

Two key challenges are addressed when developing 

a resource portfolio—cost and risk mitigation. An 

efficient fixintier finds the optimal level of risk given 

a desired level of cost and vice versa. This approach is 

similar to finding the optimal mix of risk and return in 

a personal investment portfolio. As the expeaed return 

increases, so do risks; but reducing risk decreases overall 

investment returns. Choosing the PRS is similar to 

the investor's dilenmia, but the trade-off is fiiture costs 

against future power supply cost variation. Figure 3 

presents the changes in costs and risks fix>m the 75/25 

cost/risk position on the Efficient Frontier. It also 

shows alternative resource portfolios to iBustxate generic 

resource strategies. The lower horizontal axis displays 

the 2008-2017 percentage change in the present value 

of existing and future costs. The upper horizontal axis 

presents actual present value dollars. The r ^ t - h a n d 

Stochasdc studies use probabilicy distributions (i.e., means and standard deviations) to forecast future variables. 

Avista Corp 2007 Bectric IRP 
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Figure 4: Base Case Stochastic Mid-Columbia Prices ($/MWh} 
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vertical axis shows power supply volatility as a single 

standard deviation ofthe average power supply expense. 

The left-hand vertical axb sliows the percent chaise in 

2017 power supply volatility. Both axes are shown as 

percentages ofthe 75/25 cost/risk mix to illustrate the 

relative impacts of moving between resource strategies. 

The blue dots represent the Efficient Frontier of various 

resource portfolios developed by PRiSM to meet fiimre 

resource requirements. The PRS is not on the Efficient 

Frontier curve because resource lumpiness is assumed in 

the first 10 years ofthe study.* The PRS is based on the 

25/75 risk/cost portfolio weighting. 

ELECTRICITY AND NATURAL GAS MARKET 
FORECASTS 
Figure 4 represents Avista's Base Case electricity price 

forecast and the range of prices across its Monte Carlo 

runs. The selected resource portfolio must provide a 

hedge against such price movement. 

Figure 5: Annual Average Sumas Natural Gas Price Results f rom 300 Iterations ($/Dth) 
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•• Resources enter a utility portfolio in blocks that do not perfecdy macch load in a given year. For example, it is difficult to cost-effectively 
acquire a 35 M W share of a CCCT plant. Instead, resources enter the utility portfolio in larger blocks and man^e deftdencies for a irariod 
of years. 

2007 Bectric IRP AkristeCorp 
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Electricity prices are highly correlated with natural gas 

prices. Base Case natural gas prices across the Monte 

Carlo simulations at the Sumas trading hub are shown 

in Figure 5. Natural gas volatility is similar to electricity 

price volatility in Figure 4. 

DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT ACQUISmON 
Figute 6 shows how conservation and energy efiidency 

have decreased Avista's energy requirements by nearly 

100 aMW since programs began in the late 1970s.^ 

With additional fimding recommended by the IRP 

and through the Heritage Project, the company expects 

accumulated conservation to lower its load growth 87 

aMW by 2017. The 2007 IRP conservation acquisition 

schedule is approximately 25 percent higher than the 

2005 IRP and 85 percent higher than the 2003 IRE 

PREFERRED RESOURCE STRATEGY 
The Preferred Resource Strategy is developed after 

caiefiil consideration ofthe information ^thered 

Figure 6: Cumulative Efficiency Acquisitions 
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Figure 7: The 2007 Preferred Resource Strategy (alUIW) 
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"Actual energy savings total 124 aMW; however, due to expected degradation of historical measures (18-year avenge measure life), 
cumulative savings are lower. 

Avista Oarp a007ElBCWclRP 
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Table 2: 2007 Preferred Resource Strateov Selections fNameolate IMW) 

CCCT 
Coal 
Wind 
Other Renewables 
Conservation 
Total 

2Q08 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
6 

2009 
0 
0 
0 
0 

13 
13 

2010 
0 
0 
0 
0 

20 
20 

2011 
280 

0 
0 

20 
27 

327 

2012 
280 

0 
0 

30 
36 

346 

2013 
280 

0 
0 

30 
46 

356 

2014 
350 

0 
100 
35 
56 

541 

2015 
350 

0 
100 
35 
66 

551 

2016 
350 

0 
200 

35 
76 

661 

2017 
350 

0 
300 

35 
87 

772 

through the IRP process. The PRS is reviewed by, 

management and the Technical Advisory Committee. 

The 2007 plan relies on conservation, system efficiency 

upgrades, renewable resources and gas-fired combined-

cycle combustion turbines (CCCTs), Figure 7 illustrates 

the company's Preferred Resource Strategy for the 2007 

IRP. 

The specific resources contained within the PRS, in 

nameplate capability, are shown in Table 2. 

The PRS requires between $1.0 and Sl.5 billion in 

new investments over the next 10 years.' The 2007 

IRP contains lower amounts of wind and other 

renewable resources than were included in the 2005 IRP. 

Conditions have changed since the 2005 IRP which 

have and will impact the cost of renewable resources 

relative to traditional tiiermal altematives. Recent 

legislation promoting renewable resources inW^iington 

and throughout the West have reduced the amoimt of 

cost-effective renewable resources a^^able to Avista by 

increasing and accelerating demand in the short run. 

Wind generation costs have increased by more than 

100 percent over the past six years and by more than 

50 percent since the 2005 IRP. Renevi^ble resources 

are being acquired to meet the Washington Energy 

Independence Act, Initiative 937 (1-937), passed in 

November 2006. This legislation requires larger utilities 

in Washington to serve 15 percent of retail load with 

renewables by 2020; intermediate targets are 3 percent 

in 2012 and 9 percent in 2016. Under 1-937, Avista 

must acquire renewable resources regardless of physical 

resource balance. We forecast that by 2017 approximately 

90 aMW of I-937-quaUfying resources wiU serve 

customers loads, as shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 8: Amount of Renewable Energy Forecasted to Meet RPS (aMW) 
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* The ran^ reflects the possibility that the company might need to invest approximately J0.5 billion to fix the long-term price pf its 
natural gas (e.g., purchase of coal gasifier to create pipeline-quality natural gas). 

2007 Electric IRP Avista Ccrp 
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Figure 9:1-937 Qualifying and Non-Qualifying Avista Renewables (aMW) 
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Avista currently serves approximately one-half of 

customer requirements with renewable resources (hydro, 

wind and biomass), and these resources will meet 40 

percent of our load obligations in 2017. Unfortunately, 

only a small portion of our current renewable resource 

portfolio qualifies under 1-937, see Figure 9. 

lilWERING VOLATILITY WITH LONG-TERM HXED 

PRICE GAS 

Coal-fired generation accounted for a significant portion 

ofthe Avista's PRS mix in botii the 2003 and 2005 

IRPs. Goal-fired plants provide a hedge against volatile 

electricity and natural gas prices because 60 percent 

or more of their costs are fixed tiirough la i^ capital 

investments. Variable operating and fuel costs at a coal 

plant are modest compared to gas-fired r«ources. A 

resource profile containing coal contributes to stable 

power supply expenses. 

The cost of operating gas-fired resources, on the 

other hand, is liighly correlated with the electricity 

marketplace. Natural gas prices are volatile. The fixed 

costs of natural gas plants are low relative to their all-in 

cost, approximately 20 percent, reflecting a low capital 

investment. Utility portfohos witii large concentrations 

of gas-fired generation can suffer fiom costs that are 

less stable than utilities who rely on other sources of 

generation. 

Gas-fired plants have not experienced the same rise in 

capital costs that coal-fired plants have. In fact, recent 

experience by Avista (Coyote Springs 2) and Puget 

Sound Energy (Goldendale) indicate that independent 

power producers in the Northwest marketplace are 

willii^ to sell thdr gas-fired plants at prices below the 

green field costs assumed in this plan. The enactment of 

new laws imposing emission performance standards on 

fossil-fueled generation resources acquired by electric 

utihries in Wishington and California will narrow 

baseload technology options, at least in the short-term, 

to gas-fired generation. This restriction, coupled with 

regional load growth and the prospect of additional 

greenhouse gas regulations on fossil-fiieled generation 

resources, particularly coal-ficed generation, may 

ultimately increase demand for and the cost of gas-fired 

plants. 

Locking in natiual gas costs through a long-term fixed-

price contract, an investment in a pipeliiie-qtiaUty 

coal gasification plant, an invesunent in gas fields or 

through other means makes a gas-fired combmed cyde 

combustion turbine (CCCT) cost structure behave 

Avisia Corp 2007 Bectric IHP 
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Figure 10: Efficient Frontier With and Without Fixed Price Gas Contracts Option 
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financially like a coal-fired resource. Variable costs are 

greatiy reduced and are much less volatile because a 

significant portion of its largest variable component—gas 

fiiel—is not tied to the natural gas maiket. In both 

high and low gas market conditions the price paid by 

customers is the same. In yean where natural gas prices 

are high, die fixed-cost contract looks very attractive 

financially and customers pay less than ifthe company 

relied on shorter-term purchases. On the other hand, 

years with low natural gas prices make the fixed-cost 

contract look financially unattractive compared to a 

short-term purchase. Over time, the lor^-run cost of 

operations with fixed-price gas should parallel the cost 

of operations where a gas plant is fiieled widi short-term 

gas. 

The company tested the benefits of fixed price contracts 

with PRiSM and foimd that the model had a general 

preference for fixed price gas because of its ability to 

reduce risk. Even with premiums as high as 75 percent 

above the forecasted short-term gas price, the PRiSM 

model selects this resource option for a porjion ofthe 

preferred portfoHo. In the Base Case, where a 30 percent 

fixed gas price premium is modeled, risk is reduced by 

approximatefy 20 percent, as shown in Figure 10. An 

empirical study by Avista explains that year-on-year 

volatility for a hypothetical CCCT plant could have been 

reduced by 50 percent during the years 2002-2006 were 

fixed price gas used to fuel the plant.' 

CARBON EMISSIONS 
Carbon emissions are included in the Base Case for the 

first rime in this IBJ* cycle. The National Commission 

on Energy Policy study, completed in late 2004, provided 

the basis for pricing carbon emissions in the Base Case.* 

To quantify potential risks inherent in a higher carbon 

emission cost scenario, the con^any looked to an Energy 

Information Administration study ofthe McCain-

Lieberman Climate Stewardship Act.' These two cases 

illustrate the potential risk inherent in relying too heavily 

on traditional carbon-emitting technolc^es. 

Avista has one ofthe smallest carbon footprints in the 

United Sutes because of its existing renev^le energy 

resources. Out ofthe top 100 producers of electric 

power in the 2006 Benchmarking Air Emissions study 

by the Natural Resources Defense Council, only seven 

other utilities have a smaller fooq^rint. However, the 

• 

^ A broader discussion of this study is presented in Chapter 8. 
* See www.energycommEsion.org 
' See www.eia.doe.gov 

2007 Bectric iflP AMstaCc^ 
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Figure 11: Carbon Footprint (Tons per MWh) 
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company's carbon footprint is forecast to rise over 

the IRP timefirame because it would be very difficult 

to acquire sufficient amounts of additional cost-

effective renewable resources to meet all fiimre load 

growth. Figure 11 forecasts Avista's carbon footprint 

for generation and compares it to the 2005 IRP. Our 

emissions footprint is approximately 25 percent lower. 

LANCASTER 
The company announced the sale of its energy marketing 

company, Avista Energy, in April 2007. It subsequentiy 

announced that Avista Energy's contract for the Lancaster 

Generation Facility output is available to the utility 

beginning in 2010. The announcement came after die 

company had substantiaUy completed its IRP analysis 

and Preferred Resource Strategy. Given that Lancaster 

is the same technology and available in the same 

timeframe as the 280 MW gas-fired combined cycle 

resource identified in the PRS. the resource strategy was 

not updated. Instead, an alternative portfolio including 

Lancaster is compared to the PRS to illustrate its impacts. 

The Lancaster Generation Facihty is a 245 MW gas-

fired combined-cycle combustion turbuie with an 

additional 30 MW of duct firing capability. It is a newer 

General Electric Frame 7FA that began commercial 

service in 2001. Avista controls plant operations 

under a tolling arrangement throng 2026. Recentiy 

completed preliminary analysis has identified Lancaster 

as a potentially cost-effective resource to meet customer 

load requirements. The plant is located in Rathdrum, 

Idaho, in the center of Avista's service territory. It is 

significantiy lower in cost than a green field plant. 

LAN(»̂ STER IMmCT ON L&R BAIANCES 

Lancaster substantially replaces the identified gas-fired 

CCCT plant included in die PRS. Table 3 presents the 

company's net position with the inclusion of Lanca^er. 

Figure 12 reflects Lancaster's inclusion in our loads and 

resources tabulation. 

ACTION ITEMS 
Avista's 2007 Action Plan outlines the activities 

and studies to be developed and presented in the 

2009 Integrated Resource Plan, The Action Plan 

V/2S developed with input firom Commission Staff, 

Avista's management team, and the Technical Advisory 

Table 3: Net Position Forecast with Lancaster 
Net Position 

Energy (aMW) 
Capacity (MW) 

2008 
121 
148 

2009 
79 
94 

2010 
288 
280 

2011 
181 
129 

2012 
79 
24 

2015 
37 

-82 

2017 
-8 

.25 1 

Avista Corp 2007 Bsclric IRP 
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Figure 12: Loads & Resources Capacity Forecast with Lancaster (MW) 

• 

Committee. The Action Plan is found in Chapter 9. 

Categories of action items include renewable ene i^ 

and emissions, modeling enhancements, transmission 

modeling and research, and conservation. 

2007 Bectric IRP Avis^Corp 
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